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Growth and characterization of ZnO and related nanostructures. 

Zinc oxide (ZnO) nanostructures exhibit unique optical properties which makes them 

potential candidates for optoelectronic device applications. It is very important for various 

applications to be able to control morphology of low dimensionality nanostructures. In the 

first part of this thesis, synthesis and characterization of well aligned ZnO nanorods and 

nanorods/nanowalls nanostructures and the understanding of growth morphology are 

described. 

By using a simple vapour phase transport (VPT) and condensation process, we have grown 

low dimensionality ZnO nanostructures on a-plane sapphire with gold (Au) catalyst. The 

catalytic growth of various nanostructures is controlled by the conventional vapour liquid 

solid (VLS) mechanism. We demonstrate that morphology of ZnO nanostructure could be 

controlled by varying the parameters viz., substrates, growth duration, growth temperature, 

and Au catalyst thickness. 

Temperature dependent photoluminescence analysis indicates the ZnO nanostructures are 

of excellent optical quality. In the case of samples showing both nanorod and nanowall 

morphologies, we observe an intense excitonic emission at 3.37 eV at low temperature and 

the intensity decays rapidly with increasing the temperature. We propose this peculiar 

behaviour is due to high surface to volume ratio .associated with the nanorod/nanowall 

systems. The use of such nanostructures in room temperature optoelectronic devices 

appears to be dependent on the control or elimination of such surface effects. 

Arising from our studies of ZnO growth on sapphire we have also grown epitaxially 

ordered zinc aluminate (ZnAlz04) with sub-micron dimensions on bare c-sapphire 

substrates. The epitaxially oriented deposit displays the form of characteristically twinned 

grains. The structure of these grains and their epitaxial relation to the substrate is studied 

using TEM, in cross-section and plan-view, in addition to FESEM and other measurements. 



The growth of these grains is strongly associated with the presence of extended defects in 

the sapphire substrate, and can be seeded by local mechanical damage to the substrate. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction, Material Properties, Potential Applications and Novel Devices 

1 Introduction, Material Properties, Potential Applications and 

Novel Devices 

In this introduction chapter of the thesis, material properties of ZnO and ZnA1204 and 

potential applications of various types of nanostructur-es are presented. The purpose of this 

chapter is to answer broad questions, for example 'Why is this work about ZnO and 

ZnA1204, and why does it concentrate on nanostructures and not thin Jilms?' It is vely 

interesting to note that many materials used to form nanostructures either change their 

intrinsic properties at nanoscale sizes or change various extrinsic properties such as 

sensitivity to ambient environment depending on the size and shape and may thus show new 

behaviour due to the nanostructure morphology. It has been observed previously that the 

reduction of particle size affects inzportant properties such as the electronic structure, 

conductivity, melting temperature and mechanical properties. So, on,e of the challenges in 

nanocrystal synthesis is to control not only the crystal size but also the shape and 

morphology as well. ZnO and ZnAlz04 are two vely interesting materials for 

nanostructure applications both in terms of their wide applicability for various 

technologies and for understanding fundamental physical concepts. These aspects will be 

outlined in the following sections. Particularly, the optical properties of nanostructured 

materials are very interesting due to potential applications in the fabrication of 

optoelectronic devices. In chapter four and in' chapter Jive of my thesis the optical 

properties for well aligned ZnO nanorods and nanorods/nanowalls are presented. 

1.1 Importance and Material Properties of ZnO and ZnA1204 

Wide bandgap II-VI semiconductors offer new and exciting possibilities for applications in 

optoelectronics. The future development of teclmology naturally inspires research regarding 

functional devices based on new materials. For example, materials research for the next 

generation of compact disk (CD) read-heads remains highly competitive. The shorter the 

wavelength of the operating laser, the more information the devices can store due to the 
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reduced diffraction limit at shorter wavelengths. New semiconductor materials and 

structures are key aspects in advancing photonics and other technologies. 

Oxides generally are the basis of many 'smart' and functional materials. Synthesis and 

device fabrication using functional oxides have attracted a lot of attention recently because 

the physical properties of these materials can be tuned. By varying the ratio of cations to 

anions or through doping with impurity atoms the electrical, optical, magnetic, and 

chemical properties can be tuned. The unique characteristic of functional oxides makes 

these materials a very diverse class of materials, with applications in areas such as 

semiconductor-photonics [I], superconductivity [2], ferroelectricity [3], and magnetism [4], 

sensors [ 5 ]  etc. In the following pages we outline the most important materials properties of 

both ZnO and ZnAlz04 materials, of relevance to this thesis and then outline some of the 

most important aspects of current ZnO nanostructure research. 

Zinc Oxide (ZnO) 

Zinc oxide is TI-VI compound semiconductor. ZnO can crystallise in a variety of crystal 

structures including wurtzite, zincblende and rocksalt, but the stable structure at ambient 

temperatures and pressures is the hexagonal, wurtzite structure shown in Figure 1.1 below 

[61. 

Figure 1.1 Stick and ball representation of the wurtzite ZnO crystal structures with Zn and 
0 atoms labelled (taken from [7]). 
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Wurtzite zinc oxide has a hexagonal structure (space group C6mc) with two lattice 

parameters a = 0.3296 and c = 0.52065 nrn. 

From the point of view of potential technological applications zinc oxide has a number of 

notable properties: 

1. It has a wide direct bandgap (- 3.37 eV at 300 K) and thus is receiving renewed 

attention for device applications due to a number of advantages it presents in 

comparison with GaN (bandgap - 3.4 eV at 300 K), for example larger exciton 

binding energy, availability of large area substrates for homo-epitaxy, etc [8]. The 

high exciton binding energy of 60 meV (which is larger than the thermal energy at 

room temperature) leads to excitonic emission at room temperature and above [9]. 

In this regard ZnO is a promising photonic material for UVIblue devices such as 

short wavelength light emitting diodes and laser diodes in optoelectronics. 

2. ZnO is a semiconducting, piezoelectric material. It shows a high degree of surface 

"activity" in terms of interacting via ad- and chemi-sorption with the surrounding 

ambient. This leads to potential applications in e.g. field emission displays, gas 

sensors, nanoresonators, and nanocantilevers etc. These devices may have important 

applications in nanosystems and biotechnology [ lo  - 131. 

3. ZnO naturally forms a wide variety of nanostructures using a range of growth 

techniques, including nanorods, nanowires, nanobelts, nanorod/nanowall, nanotubes 

etc. These structures in many cases display a degree of crystal perfection which far 

exceeds that of thin films, even on lattice mismatched surfaces. In combination with 

properties 1 and 2 above, this wide range of high crystal quality nano-morphologies 

open even more potential applications [14 - 181. 

4. P-type ZnO is predicted to display spin polarised carrier behaviour when doped with 

magnetic impurities and as such is a promising material for spintronics applications 

[161. 

5. ZnO is bio-safe and biocompatible, and it can be directly used for biomedical 

applications without coating [19, 201. 
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With these unique characteristics, ZnO is one of the most important materials for future 

research and applications. Perhaps the three most important challenges in ZnO research 

generally are: 

(a) The p-type doping problem: ZnO is a naturally unipolar semiconductor, like many 

other wide bandgap materials, e.g. GaN. However the solution to this problem in 

ZnO has proved far more difficult to date than for GaN [2 11. 

(b) The high degree of surface activity: This can strongly affect electronic conduction 

mechanisms via creation of surface depletion and accumulation layers, altering the 

electronic characteristics. These effects vary over time and in different gas 

atmospheres and illumination levels. This means that reliable doping and 

measurements of doping are very difficult [22]. 

(c) Control of the nanostructure morphology: the wide variety of nanostructure 

morphologies in which ZnO can grow almost by definition means that the growth 

process is highly sensitive to growth conditions. Controlled growth of specific 

nanomorphologies and scaleable growth (i.e. growing uniformly on 1" - 2" 

substrates) and detailed understanding of the growth mechanisms still lag far behind 

the vast number of published data showing what can be grown (see section 1.2.1). 

Zinc Aluminate, (ZnA1204) 

Zinc aluminate (ZnAlzO4) material is also a well known direct, wide bandgap 

semiconductor with a cubic, spinel structure. 
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Oxygen 

Al atoms 

Zn atoms 

Figure - 1.2 Crystal structure of zinc aluminate, adaptedfrom [23]. 

Zinc aluminate (ZnA1204) is of interest technologically, and its wide potential 

functionalities are presented below: 

I .  It has a direct wide bandgap (- 3.8 eV) [24]. This may lead to applications in 

transparent conducting oxide (TCO) films and high temperature electronics (HTE), 

and when doped with rare-earth elements, may function as an effective luminescent 

material for phosphor applications [25 - 281. Zinc aluminate is also being 

considered for reflective optical coating applications in aerospace technology [29]. 

2. Zinc aluminate is used in many catalytic applications, including cracking, 

dehydration of saturated alcohols, synthesis of methanol and other alcohols etc. in 

addition to acting as a support for catalysis [30]. The catalytic functionality of 

materials, particularly for particles on the sub-micron scale, is known to be affected 

by the microstructure, and the activity of various facets show substantial differences 

in catalytic activity. 
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3. A recent report has used zinc aluminate as a platform material to demonstrate a 

novel technique for core-shell nanostructure synthesis using the nano-Kirkendall 

effect. The peculiar counter diffusion mechanisms of the Zn and A1 atoms in the 

oxygen sublattice are rather unique to spinel materials and indicating the great 

potential this particular material has for nanoscale applications [3 11. 

Controllable, ordered growth of microstructured catalytic material on a chemically and 

physically robust substrate is therefore an important technological focus and fornls a 

general background for the work on zinc aluminate presented here. 

1.2 Importance of Low Dimensional Nanostructures 

Since the late 1980's and particularly after the discovery of carbon nanotubes in 199 1, there 

have been significant research efforts worldwide to synthesize nanometre-scale various 

structures made from range of semiconductors and other materials. Major progress has 

already been made particularly in the field of zero- (OD) and two dimensional (2D) 

nanostructures (i.e. quantum dots and quantum wells, respectively). For example, using 

analogies with atomic systems and also basic quantum mechanical concepts of the "particle 

in a box" type interesting chemistry and physics has been learned, and many applications 

realised, by studying the evolution of nanostructure fundamental properties with size [32 - 

341. Using these quantum scale nanostructures as functional coinponents, a variety of 

nanoscale devices have been fabricated as prototypes by many research groups around the 

world, with notable examples including quantum dot lasers [32], logic and memory units 

[33] and single electron transistors [34]. These would qualify as "revolutionary" 

i~anoteclmology. Of equal importance however is "evolutionary" nanotechnology where 

nanostructures have been used as building blocks for a range of devices where the small 

size has increased device performance or reliability (field effect transistors (FETs), p-n 

diodes, bipolar junction transistors) [35 - 391. 
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The main example of this evolutionary nanotechnology is the development of silicon-based 

microelectronics since the 1950's. The trend during this entire period has been towards 

smaller and smaller devices, leading to increased performance. Over this period device 

performance (e.g. in terms of processor speed, component density etc.) has doubled every 

18 - 24 months, a trend known as "Moore's Law". This law, and the semiconductor 

roadrnaps based upon it, implicitly assume that the current progress will continue and that 

device dimensions will be smaller and thus the devices will be faster and of higher density 

for memory applications. Challenges based on hndamental scientific limits are now 

beginning to affect the miniaturization paradigm which has been the dominant theme in 

electronics. These challenges are expected to limit the dramatic increase in computing 

speed. One of these challenges is to continue the miniaturization trend in electronics 

through improvements in established top-down, lithographically defined, fabrication 

techniques. One of the fundamental limits in this case is due to the finite device dimensions 

imposed by the diffraction limit of the radiation used in the lithography process. 

Another important branch of nanotechnology which has developed strongly over the past 

decade is so-called "bottom-up" nanotechnology or self-organisation. This refers to 

situations where the intrinsic energetics of material growth leads to specific shapes on the 

nanoscale. Nature provides many examples of this type of nanotechnology, e.g. in the form 

and operation of DNA and proteins, and in many aspects of organic and polymer chemistry 

1401. One of the key advantages of bottom-up nanotechnology is that lithographic pattern 

definition is not required, the energetic of the materials/molecules structure the system. 

This means that many of the limitations of lithography are not present, and also, in 

principle, such structures should be easily scaleable. However a key challenge is to ensure 

sufficient uniformity of self organisation over dimensions which would enable industrial 

applications. 

1.2.1 Zn 0 Nanorods, Nanostructures & Applications 

As mentioned previously ZnO naturally forms a wide variety of nanostructures with 

excellent crystal quality (superior to thin films and even bulk crystals in some cases) by a 
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self organisation process and thus recently significant research has been dedicated to 

exploring these aspects of ZnO material as part of the general trend towards the study of 

nanotechnology and self-organised processes generally among the scientific and materials 

communities. A great deal of attention has been focussed on synthesis and analysis of ZnO 

nanostructures due to their particular material properties, as discussed above. The 

combination of the material properties and self-organised nanostructure synthesis promise 

applications in optoelectronics, nanoelectronics, nanomechanics, nanoelectrochemical 

systems, and sensors (Table 1.1). 

I I 1 I 

Table 1.1 Important application areas of ZnO nanostructures 

* Optical devices, date storage [41] 

* Photodetectors [42] 

* Light emitting diodes (LEDs) [43] 

* Laser diodes (LDs) [44] 

* Field-effect transistors [45] 

*Field emission sources [ l  11 

1. 

2. 

* Nanocantilevers [I31 

1D and quasi 1D ZnO nanoscale structures, such as nanorods [14], nanowires [15], 

nanobelts [16], nanorod/nanowall [17], nanotubes [IS] are ideal systems for investigating 

the dependence of optical properties, electrical transport and mechanical properties on size 

and dimensionality. They are expected to play an important role as both interconnects and 

hnctional components in the fabrication of nanoscale electronic and optoelectronic devices. 

Optical and electronic properties of nanomaterials are controlled by their size and shape [49, 

501. Therefore different nanostructures can have various applications. The key challenge 

for future nanotechnological applications is to control the size, structure and morphology of 

nanomaterials in order to control and tailor their properties. 

OPTOELECTRONICS 

NANOELECTRONICS 

4, NANOELECTROCHEMICAL 
SYSTEM 

* Biochemical and chemical sensors [46 - 481 
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We have synthesised single-crystalline ZnO nanorods using high temperature vapour phase 

transport using the vapour liquid solid growth mechanism in a self-organised process 

(Chapters 2, 3 & 4). From our SEM data the well aligned ZnO nanorods have a diameter 

typically in the range of 10 - 150 nm (average diameter 100 nrn, std. dev). An example of 

the morphology of the ZnO nanorods grown in this way is shown in Figure 1.3 below. 

Fiazrre 1.3 FESEM images of well aligned ZnO nanorods 

From the narrower perspective of ZnO nanostructure research, perhaps the most important 

aims and challenges in current research are: 

(1) Controlled growth is required to define nanostructure size, size distribution and 

shape. A thorough understanding of the growth mechanism(s) is the key to this 

control. In many cases, a suitable way to control the size and morphology of the 
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ZnO nanostructures is to properly control the temperature, catalyst conditions and 

growth time, etc. 

(2) Techniques are required to grow the nanorods into aligned arrays, onto patterned 

substrates. Achieving this goal will enable superior performance of a variety of 

device architectures, including LEDs, LDs and field emission electronic sources 

where such alignment e.g. automatically generates multiple parallel lasing cavities 

in LDs and high field enhancement factors for field emission. Aligned arrays of 

nanostructures are easier to contact and also tend to present a more monodisperse 

surface area to volume ratio, which is important in sensor applications. 

(3) For sensor applications, the nanorods may have the required sensitivity due to their 

morphology, but the selectivity needs to be improved. This may require the 

synthesis of composite nanobelts, such as heterostructures. Surface functionalization 

of the nanobelts is also an important direction [5  11. 

(4) Ultimately the growth techniques should be scaleable for industrial level 

applications. 

My thesis centres on point (I) and (2) above in relation to ZnO. I will explain the 

challenges involved in controlling size, distribution and shape of ZnO nanostructures using 

a very simple vapour transport teclmique. I will also try to draw some useful conclusions 

about a key point of this study which is to better understand the growth mechanism of ZnO 

nanostructures. 

1.3 Outline of the Thesis 

This thesis describes the growth and characterisation of various types of nanostmctures of 

the wide bandgap semiconductors, zinc oxide (ZnO) and zinc aluminate (ZnA1204), using a 

technique known as Vapour Phase Transport (VPT). The various growth morphologies are 

summarized and their growth processes are proposed. 
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The thesis can be broadly grouped into two categories; relevant theory of the materials 

involved and experimental study of the behaviour of these materials in the VPT 

environment. It is outlined accordingly with chapters one to three dealing with material 

properties, applications and preparation as well as covering some theory of VPT growth, 

while chapters four to seven discuss the experimental results of zinc oxide and zinc 

alurninate nanostructures. The individual chapter contents can be sumrnarised as follows: 

Chapter 1: Introduction, Material Properties, Potential Applications 

and Novel Devices 

This chapter provides a brief discussion on the properties and importance of zinc oxide and 

zinc aluminate materials and nanostructures and potential for future technology. 

Chapter 2: Theory of Growth 

This chapter describes the growth mechanism of zinc oxide nanorods and zinc aluminate 

domains. This growth appears to proceed by variety of mechanisms including the vapour 

liquid solid (VLS) mechanism with Au catalyst and vapour solid (VS) mechanism without 

Au catalyst. 

Chapter 3: Equipment and Characterisation Techniques 

In this chapter the core apparatus for zinc oxide nanostructure and zinc aluminate domain 

growth and characterisation are discussed in detail. The chapter is divided into three main 

sections; basic nanostructure growth equipment (the commissioning of which formed a 

substantial part of the initial thesis work), material preparation procedures for ZnO and 

ZnA1204 growth, and finally description of the equipment used to characterize zinc oxide 

and zinc aluminate. 
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Chapter 4: Well Aligned Zinc Oxide (ZnO) Nanorods and Nanowalls 

In this chapter a study of growth of ZnO nanorods is presented and the issues affecting 

growth control are discussed. The detailed morphology is very sensitive to growth 

conditions. To control the size and morphology of the zinc oxide nanostructures we have to 

properly focus on various parameters like: growth temperature, duration, growth steps, and 

catalyst conditions. Our results show that a variety of ZnO nanostructure morphologies 

(rods, wires, mixed rods/walls) can be fabricated by controlling the growth parameters. 

Chapter 5: PL Study of the Zinc Oxide Nanorods/NanowaIls System 

In this chapter a detailed study of the ZnO nanorods/nanowalls morphology mentioned in 

chapter 4 is presented, concentrating on the optical properties. One key outcome of this 

study was the realization that the nanostructures in this case have extremely bright optical 

emission at low temperatures (- 7 K) which is strongly quenched at room temperatures 

which in turn has implications for device applications of this nanostructure morphology. 

Chapter 6: Self-organized Zinc Aluminate (ZnA1204) on c-Sapphire 

T h s  chapter presents a detailed study of the growth of zinc aluminate domains with well 

defined epitaxial relationships on c-sapphire substrates. These microstructures show a 

number of interesting features, including well-defined epitaxial relationships to the 

substrate and two types of twin boundary, with the nature of these relationships dependent 

on the growth duration at high growth temperatures. 

Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future Work 

Finally, the last chapter concludes with some general conclusions and gives some 

perspectives on future research work which remains to be carried out as a continuation of 

the work presented in this thesis. 
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2 Theory of Growth 

Growth of zinc oxide nanostructures has been reported both catalysed by Au nanoclustei*~ 

and uncatalysed on bare substrates, and appears to proceed by variety of mechanisms 

including the vapour liquid solid (VLS) mechanism with Au catalyst and vapour solid (VS) 

mechanism without Au catalyst. In this chapter I will present these two mechanisms which 

are very well known and widely reported. However, neither mechanism is as yet fully 

understood for zinc oxide and zinc aluminate growth. In the particular experiments 

reported in this thesis sanzple growth used the Vapour Phase Ti-ansport technique. In the 

work in this thesis for growth on Au coated a-plane sapphire ZnO nanorods are synthesised 

with their c-axis pei.pendicular to the substrate via the VLS mechanism. For growth on. 

bare (i.e. without Au catalyst coating) c-plane sapphire, zinc aluminate domains tend to 

grow on the substrate via the VS mechanism. 

2.1 yapour Liquid Solid (VLS) Mechanism 

A well accepted mechanism of nanorod growth via gas phase reaction of relevance to this 

thesis is called the Vapour Liquid Solid (VLS) process. In 1965 Wagner and Ellis proposed 

the VLS mechanism during studies of large single crystalline Si whisker growth. In the 

series of experiments they showed that epitaxial deposition of silicon whiskers on a Au 

coated silicon substrate occurred when silicon condensed from the vapour (V) at the Au 

liquid alloy surface and then dissolved in the liquid (L) to form an eutectic alloy solution. 

Upon supersaturation of this alloy, silicon was precipitated out and grew at the interface 

between the liquid droplet and the silicon substrate as a solid (S) whisker whose diameter 

was controlled to some extent by the dimensions of the Au droplets [I]. 

In our study, we have grown well aligned ZnO nanostmctures using predominantly the 

same type of VLS mechanism. The growth mechanism of conventional whiskers involves 

the participation of vapour, liquid, and solid phase (VLS) in the growth process (illustrated 

below in Figure 2.1). Because ZnO is a compound semiconductor the growth process is 

slightlymore complicated then for elemental semiconductor such as Si. 
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VLS mechanism phase diagram 

ZnV 
alloy 

Atnm ? 

Metal catalyst 

. Time 

(1)Liquid (1I)Precipitate (1II)Nanowire 
Droplets Growth 

Figure 2.1 VLS mechanism with the general phase diagram. 

The formation of ZnO nanorods using the VLS technique involved at least five different 

stages : 

1. Metal (Au) thin film (- 2 nm) deposition on substrate at or close to room 

temperature 

2. When the coated substrate is placed at high temperature region (> 900 "C) in a 

furnace where a source of Zn vapour is generated (see section on carbothermal 

reduction below) two key events occur: 

a. Catalytic Au nanoclusters formation due to capillarity induced beading of 

Au thin film at high growth temperatures 

b. Nucleation/condensation/dissolution of Zn vapour at catalytic Au 

nanoclusters locations 

3. When the Au-Zn alloy reaches a certain solubility of Zn, Zn metal will begin to 

precipitate out at the interface between the droplet and surface 

4. The precipitating Zn metal will oxidize due to the residual oxygen in the chamber. 

Oxygen is also sometimes intentionally introduced in the gas flow. 
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5. This ultimately leads to epitaxial growth of ZnO nanorods (with a Au "cap") on the 

substrate whose diameters are related to the diameters of the catalytic Au 

nanoclusters 

We now discuss some of these stages in more detail. The growth generally takes place in a 

horizontal tube furnace with a carrier gas flow (Ar in our case) which will be described in 

more detail in chapter 3. 

The Zn vapour is generated by a process known as carbothermal reduction of ZnO by 

carbon (graphite powder in our case). Zn vapour can be generated by the reduction of ZnO 

powder by graphite and CO(g) at high temperatures. The temperatures required can be 

determined by using so-called Ellingham diagrams [2]. For ZnO these diagrams predict that 

the following reactions take place at - 950 OC: 

The Zn vapour is transported to a lower temperature region (downstream of carrier gas flow) 

where it is absorbed by catalytic nanoclusters on the sample (as described above). The 

substrate used for ZnO nanorod growth was generally a-plane sapphire. This is coated with 

a thin film (20 A) of Au (by a bell jar evaporator). This beads up into liquid nanoclusters at 

high temperatures close to the Au melting point, though size dependent and eutectic 

alloying effects can lower the melting temperature below the bulk value, as discussed in 

chapter 4. These metal clusters acts as the energetically favored site for absorption of gas- 

phase reactants. Zn vapow condenses into liquid Au nanoclusters and increasing amounts 

of Zn dissolution leads to formation of an Au-Zn liquid alloy. Above a certain 

supersaturation the Zn metal will precipitate out and oxidize by reaction with residual 

oxygen in the chamber to form ZnO nanostructures by the following reaction. 

(3) Zn(1) + SO2 (g) + ZnO(s) 
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In support of the mechanism proposed above (which is quite standard in the literature) we 

note the following observations. Firstly, we flush the (initially air-filled) quartz furnace 

tube with Ar gas for 10 minutes prior to turning on the furnace and when the furnace is 

switched on it reaches the growth temperature in 20 minutes. The Ar flow rate during the 

entire process is 90 sccm. The quartz tube inner diameter is - 4 cm and the length is 120 cm, 

yielding a volume of - 1500 cm3. An Ar flow of 90 sccm will replace this volume of air in 

1500190 = 16 minutes. However the actual time to hl ly replace the air is likely to be 

somewhat longer than this because the gas flow in quite slow and significant diffusion and 

mixing is likely to occur in addition to some boundary layer effects close to walls in the 

system where the effects of the Ar gas flow are limited. However, other experiments using 

this system, made by a colleague, Dr. R.T. Rajendra Kumar, where the tube was flushed for 

- 45 minutes before switching on the furnace yield no ZnO growth. This is consisten with 

the hypothesis that the residual air in the chamber is the source of the oxygen and that this 

is displaced fully on a timescale of 45 minutes in a 90 sccm Ar flow. Furthermore we 

observe that both a white deposited layer (in the higher temperature region close to the 

centre, temperature region - (250 - 700 OC)) and a black deposited layer (close to the ends 

at lower temperatures, temperature region - (150 - 250 "C)) are deposited on the inner 

walls of the quartz tube after growths (at both ends, with the nominal furnace temperature - 
950 "C, shown in chapter 3). The fact that this deposition is seen at both end of the tube 

(upstream and downstream) indicates that difhsion effects are very important in the growth 

regime we work in, i.e. the gas flow does not dnve all deposition to the downstream end. 

We have checked these depositions with XPS measurements which show the white layers 

are ZnO and the black layers are unoxidised metallic C. This is consistent with the Zn 

vapour flowing in the tube, and depositing on the sidewalls (in addition to the growth 

substrate) where it is oxidized rapidly in the high temperature fusnace centre, and only 

carbon is carried feather down. However it is worthwhile noting that some aspects of this 

explanation, which, although common in the literature, seem at odds with known material 

aspects in some regards. 

Firstly, the alloying process between Au and Zn is shown in the Au-Zn phase diagram in 

Figure 2.2 below and an isothermal line at - 1000 "C is shown. The alloy formation at this 
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temperature seems to allow a continuous solubility (i.e. complete miscibility) of Zn in Au, 

either in liquid or solid phase alloy, or both. There is no evidence of a critical point at 

which pure Zn metal precipitates out. One possible explanation is that the precipitation (and 

hence ZnO growth) occurs only at the end of the growth period as the furnace cools but this 

is at odds with data to be presented subsequently where there is evidence that growth time 

affects the morphology in various ways, and the discussion above concerning the loss rate 

of residual oxygen from the furnace due to the Ar flow which should discriminate against 

growth at longer times. The second objection to this hypothesis is that it appears that a 3 - 4 

% solid solution of Zn in Au is stable at room temperature in addition to various other 

phases. X-ray diffraction data on our samples show no evidence of such alloys or phases 

under any circumstances, and all the sample-related reflections can be indexed to either 

ZnO or (occasionally) Au. There is also evidence from the literature, e.g. XRD, EDX & 

TEM studies that the Au particulates found on top of ZnO nanorods grown by VLS are 

(within detection limits) pure Au rather than alloys [3 - 51. 

Au-Zn 
Atom~c Percent Z ~ n c  

O 1 6 m  3Y 40 50 60 70  80 rn 
b d : % y  -- L - -- ---- ----- , 

Figure 2.2 Au-Zn Binary Phase Diagram. The potential range of Zn concentration in the 
gold droplet is shown by the gray bar. 
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A second possible explanation is that the presence of a reactive oxygen atmosphere 

substantially changes the thermodynamics which rule the phase diagram (i.e. change the 

phase diagram), and that at high growth temperatures, above certain Zn concentrations in 

the Au-Zn alloy droplet it is energetically favorable for Zn to precipitate out to react with 

oxygen rather than stay in solution (particularly in nanoscale structures with a large surface 

to volume ratio). This stripping of Zn from the alloy droplet may continue as the system 

cools to leave pure Au droplets on top of ZnO nanorods. This suggestion closely parallels 

effects seen in GaAs and InAs nanorods grown by VLS [6] where the As atmosphere leads 

to a stripping of group I1 compound from the catalyst droplet. 

It is also worth noting that the detailed growth mechanism when ZnO nanorods grow in an 

Au coated portion of a substrate seem to vary substantially from substrate to substrate, e.g. 

from Si to sapphire, and also from one surface termination to another (c-sapphire to a- 

sapphire). These are often lumped under the heading "VLS" in the literature but there is 

increasingly strong evidence [7] that the classic VLS mechanism as described above is not 

appropriate to e.g. ZnO nanorod growth on Au coated Si substrates. However, for growth 

on Au coated a-sapphire substrates the description above appears to correctly describe the 

growth mechanism (taking into account the provisos in the two previous paragraphs). 

Because most of our ZnO nanorod growth is on Au coated a-sapphire substrates we have 

presented the description of VLS growth most appropriate to this case and not elaborated 

on the wider variations. 

The advantage of the growth of nanorods via the VLS method is that the diameter and 

length of the nanorods can be controlled easily by controlling the growth time and the 

diameter of catalytic Au clusters (either using colloidal Au particles or various thickness 

deposited Au thin films). Additionally, nanorods only grow in regions where Au has been 

deposited so that the location of the structures can be easily controlled by shadow masking 

or other lithographic definition of the Au thin film. 
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Initial experimental results (Figure 2.3) which were actually taken for ZnO nanorods grown 

on c-plane sapphire clearly show the VLS mechanism at work. Figure 2.2 shows a FESEM 

image with an Au tip on the top of zinc oxide nanorods. 

Finure 2.3 FESEM images of zinc oxide nanorods with Au tip on the top of zinc oxide rod, 
low magnzj?cation (a), high magnzjlcation (b) 

2.2 yapour Solid (VS) Mechanism 

The second important mechanism for nanostructure growth of relevance to this thesis is the 

classical vapour solid (VS) method [I]. In this process, Zn vapour is first generated either 

by evaporation or carbothermal reduction (in our work) as described previously. The 

vapour is subsequently transported and condensed directly onto substrate without the 

intermediate stage of a liquid catalytic droplet. Oxidation then occurs to form ZnO 

nanostructures as previously. In our study we have grown zinc aluminate domains on bare 

(i.e. not coated with Au) c-sapphire substrates via this mechanism and the data is presented 

in the chapter 6 (an example is shown in Figure 2.4 below). The zinc aluminate formed 

when the VS deposited ZnO layer reacted with sapphire to form the aluminate compound. 

The VS method for the growth of ZnO and related nanostructures is significantly different 

to the VLS method. The prime consideration for VS growth of ZnO nanostructures growth 

is the supersaturation of Zn vapour. Whereas the VLS method offers energetically attractive 

nucleation sites at which Zn vapour may condense from the gas flow, the absence of these 
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in VS growth means that the driving force for nucleation is less. This means either that (i) 

any coverage will be quite thin or (ii) that nucleation will occur preferentially at substrate 

regions where there are imperfections (e.g. dislocations threading to the surface) which 

offer energetically attractive nucleation sites [8]. This is fully consistent with our data on 

zinc aluminate in chapter 6 where the appearance of large aluminate domains are closely 

correlated with the presence of substrate imperfections, and where aluminate coverage is 

very low on more perfect substrates. 

Figure 2.4 SEM image of zinc aluminate domains on c-plane sapphire 
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3 Equipment and Characterization Techniques 

In this chapter the core apparatus for zinc oxide nanostructure and zinc aluminate domain 

growth and characterisation are discussed in detail. The chapter is divided into three main 

sections; basic nanostructure growth equipment specifications, material preparation 

procedures for ZnO and ZnA1204 growth, andfinally the specifications of the equipment for 

zinc oxide and zinc aluminate characterization. 

3.1 Vapour Phase Transport Deposition System 

In the last few years, several methods including metalorganic chemical vapour deposition 

(MOCVD) [I], physical vapour deposition (PVD) [2], pulsed laser deposition (PLD) [3] 

etc. have been employed to synthesize 1D oxide nanostructures. Vapour phase transport 

(VPT) is a form of thermal evaporation and is one of the simplest and most effective 

approaches to obtain ZnO nanostructures [4], and it has been employed to fabricate many 

of the ZnO nanostructures reported at the earliest stages of the recent upsurge in ZnO 

research. The simplicity of the technique is attractive, in that only a single zone horizontal 

tube furnace is required in addition to a Zn vapour source and substrate. The fact that 

largely similar tube furnace designs are used on large area wafers in various commercial 

semiconductor fabrication facilities for oxide growth, epitaxial growth, dopant difhsion 

etc. indicates that the technique may be more inherently scaleable than techniques such as 

PLD. However our data, reported later, indicate that growth of ZnO nanostructures is 

highly sensitive to variations in a wide range of growth parameters, which casts doubt on 

the scaleability of the VPT process. 

The basic idea of this method is to evaporate source materials at high temperature in a tube 

furnace. The vapour is then transported in a carrier gas and subsequently deposited in a 

different part of the furnace (where the temperature is determined by the furnace profile) to 

form the desired nanostructures. 
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FURNACE 

\ 
Quartz boat 

To 
exhaust 

- 
Fipure 3.1 Thermal evaporate deposition system for synthesis of l D  nanostructures 

The first part of my Ph.D. research involved setting up the growth system shown in Figure 

3.1 in collaboration with a colleague, Dr. Karuna Kar Nanda. Figure 3.1 shows a schematic 

diagram of the experimental apparatus used in the studies presented here. A Lenton 

horizontal tube furnace (56 cm long, LTF model, serial number 32 10) was used. This has a 

maximum temperature rating of 1600 "C and uses a Eurotherm controller model 

818PlTClRLGCl. A ceramic alumina line tube (4.6 cm inner diameter, 90 cm long) is 

placed in the furnace and a quartz tube (3.7 cm in diameter, 120 cm long) is placed co- 

axially inside the liner. Ar (99.999 %) is used as a carrier gas and the flow rate is controlled 

by a mass flow controller (MFC). 

Our synthesis is based on generating source Zn vapour by the carbothermal reduction of 

ZnO and graphite powders, discussed in chapter 2. The synthesis is performed in the quartz 

tube. High purity (99.9995 %) ZnO and graphite powders are mixed well together by 

mechanical mixing in a mortar and pestle for 2 minutes. The typical masses of ZnO and C 

are 0.06 g to give a total powder mass of 0.12 g. The powder mixture is placed in an 

alumina boat and positioned in the middle of the furnace, which is at the highest 

temperature. The substrates for collecting the vapour produced are normally placed down 

stream of the source powder, generally still in the boat, as shown in Figure 3.2. This figure 

also shows typical temperature ranges for the source and substrate. The substrate can be a 
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silicon wafer, single crystal alumina (sapphire) or zinc oxide. Both ends of the tube are 

covered by stainless steel caps and sealed with rubber O-rings. All gas fittings are 

Swagelok DN25-0.75 inch stainless steel fittings. There is a facility to evacuate the quartz 

tube to - 1 x mbar, but we have not used this for the results presented in this thesis. 

Q u p t u b e  
f l  

Ar (90 sccm) ji 

Figure 3.2 Quartz tube with the quartz boat inside ready for deposition 

The difference in temperature between the source and substrate is controlled by careful 

positioning of the substrate with respect to the source, based on knowledge of the furnace 

temperature profile shown in Figure 3.3. This profile was regularly re-checked (3 monthly 

intervals). 

Boat position 

Figure 3.3 

Distance from the downstream end (cm) 

Temperature profile of the Jirrnace 
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The typical growth procedure is to flush the tube with Ar at 90 sccm flow rate for 10 

minutes prior to turning the hrnace on. The furnace reaches set values of 950 "C in a time 

of - 20 minutes. Growth then proceeds for the required time and growth is terminated when 

the furnace is turned off. The system is then cooled down to room temperature by flowing 

inert gas such as Ar. 

There are several processing parameters, such as source and substrate temperature, carrier 

gas (including gas purity class and its flow rate), substrate material type and orientation, 

and evaporation time period, that can be controlled and need to be selected properly before 

andlor during the thermal evaporation. Some basic considerations and knowledge of the 

literature enable us to establish appropriate ranges for many of these parameters. The 

choice of source temperature mainly depends on the requirement to drive the carbothermal 

reduction process in the source material. From the Ellingham diagram t h s  reaction 

proceeds spontaneously at and above - 950 "C, though low partial pressures of Zn vapour 

can be produced at lower source temperatures (down to 850 ".C). The substrate temperature 

usually drops as a hnction of the distance from the position of source material: the greater 

the distance, the lower the substrate temperature. The substrate temperature is a key 

parameter and one that I have examined in some detail during my Ph.D. Selecting a proper 

evaporation time is also important because it influences not only the amount but also the 

size and the morphology of the product. Some preliminary investigations were undertaken 

to quantify the source evaporation rate in terms of mass loss and the effects of aging on the 

source powder. 

3.1.1 Rate of Evaporation as a Function of Temperature 

In order to choose a suitable experimental condition for the growth of ZnO nanorods, we 

initially studied the evaporation rate as a function of furnace temperature and the results are 

plotted in Figure 3.4. The evaporation rate was gauged by measuring the mass difference in 

the boat + source powder before and after a 30 minutes growth run (in addition to the ramp- 

up and cool-down times). 
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Furnace temperature (OC) 

Figure 3.4 Rate of evaporation as afunction of (a) time and (b) furnace temperature 

The evaporation rate increases with increasing furnace temperature showing an almost 

linear behaviour in the temperature range 950 - 1 130 "C. The majority of our experimental 

work was conducted in this same temperature range. 

3.1.2 Effects of Aging on Source Powder 

Another initial study undertaken was to ascertain the effects (if any) on the source powder 

from aging. Specifically we wished to know how important it is to use fresh ZnO + C 

powder supply for each deposition run. We did three experiments, one after the other (all 

under identical conditions of ramp-up, growth at 950 "C for various time and cool-down 

with Ar gas flow) to check the weight of ZnO deposition without changing the ZnO + C 

powder, measuring the mass loss between the start and end of each experiment. For the first 

experiment, we used fresh ZnO + C powder. We used the same ZnO + C mixture for the 

subsequent depositions. 
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I. Fresh powder (lSt run; Cumulative time - 6 Hrs) 

Mass before deposition: - a weight of the boat + (ZnO + C) powder = 12.040 g 

Mass after deposition: - a weight of the boat + (ZnO + C) powder = 12.030 g 

Deposited mass: 0.010 g 

dm/dt = 0.00 167 [glhr] 

11. Old powder (2nd run; Cumulative time - 6 Hrs + 24 Hrs 1 

Mass before deposition: - a weight of the boat + (ZnO + C) powder = 12.030 g 

Mass after deposition: - a weight of the boat + (ZnO + C) powder = 12.019 g 

Deposited mass: 0.011 g 

dm/dt = 0.000458 [g/hr] 

111. Old ~owder 13rd run: Cumulative time - 6 Rrs + 24 Hss + 12 SFrsl 

Mass before deposition: - a weight of the boat + (ZnO + C) powder = 12.019 g 

Mass after deposition: - a weight of the boat + (ZnO + C) powder = 12.016 g 

Deposited mass: 0.003 g 

dm/dt = 0.00025 [glhr] 

We note that after all depositions, we notice white, wool-like ZnO products deposited on 

the walls of the alumina boat, indicating that we are not measuring the total mass loss of the 

powder. Nevertheless the mass loss we measure is an indication of the source reactivity. 

These results of these experiments, shown in Figure 3.5 shows us very clearly that for each 

and every experiment we need to use fresh powder. 
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5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 

Cumulative time (Hrs) 
Figure - 3.5 Rate of evaporation as a function of cumulative time 

3.2 Substrate Preparation 

Substrate choice and preparation is a major consideration when working in any 

nanotechnology research area. This is particularly true when epitaxial growth, leading to 

well aligned ZnO nanorods is desired. Substrates have to be cleaned before any deposition 

and, when using the VLS technique, further preparation is required in terms of depositing 

Au thin films to control the position and density of ZnO nanorods. ZnO nanorods in our 

experiments are grown on various Au patterned (using an Au thin film or Au nanoparticles 

as a catalyst) substrates (Si, SO2, A1203, and ZnO) and zinc aluminate domains are grown 

on unpatterned c-sapphire. 
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3.2.1 Cleaning 

Cleaning of substrates and other experimental equipment is very important in our 

experiments. Small amounts of impurities can effect the growth very dramatically. Before 

starting any deposition run the substrates have to be properly cleaned using isopropanol or 

acetone in an ultrasonic bath. The quartz tube in which the deposition takes place is 

cleaned at less frequent, though regular, intervals (3 months) and one tube is used for each 

experiment (i.e. one for ZnO nanorods on sapphire, another for zinc aluminate etc.) and 

each worker in the lab has hislher own set of tubes which are not "swapped". 

- Substrnfe clca~tina and preparation before ZnO artd ZnAlpO4_nrowth 

Firstly the substrates on which the nanostructures will be deposited have to be prepared. 

Since the ZnO structures are of nanometer dimensions, any impurities on a dirty substrate 

can possibly cause a significant effect on the properties of the grown zinc oxide 

nanostmctures. Because we do not work in clean-room conditions there is likely to be a 

substantial amount of particles on the substrate. While these are almost impossible to 

completely eliminate, good cleaning procedures can reduce the particles count 

substantially. 

Substrates in the form of larger wafers are cut with a diamond tipped scribe into 5 x 5 m n  

squares. Then, the substrate is placed into a glass beaker which holds a series of cleaning 

agents. Firstly, the substrate is placed in a clean glass beaker filled with acetone and placed 

in an ultrasonic bath for 15 minutes, and then is placed in a different clean glass beaker 

filled with isopropanol alcohol and again placed in an ultrasonic bath for 15 minutes. When 

each substrate is removed from the isopropanol with tweezers, it is immediately blown dry 

with NZ gas. 
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- Au deposition 

Thin Au films are mainly deposited in a standard bell jar thermal evaporator. In order to 

achieve a good vacuum in the jar deposition chamber, it is very important to thoroughly 

clean all surfaces that come into contact with the vacuum, which includes the bell jar 

surfaces, boats for evaporation etc. 

After the cleaning procedures an Au thin film was deposited on a substrate for samples on 

which VLS growth was intended. Upon annealing, these Au thin films will self aggregate 

into high density Au nanoclusters (Figure 3.6). The diameters and the density of these 

clusters are determined by the thickness of the thin film and the growth temperature. Thus it 

is possible to control the nanorods area density by modifying the thin film thickness. The 

Au thin film layer was controlled by the quartz thickness monitor. 

(a) 6.5 I I @ 300 OC 
a -a- 

Finure 3.6 nrsu images of 6.5 nm of Au film deposited on the silicon substrates and 
annealing at 300 O C  (a), and 5.2 nm of Au Jilm deposited on the silicon 
substrates and annealing at 200 OC (b). 

We have also examined other, more controllable ways of depositing Au nano-particles 

(such as nano-sphere lithography and colloidal Au particles, applied by both spin coating 

and immersion). 
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3.3 Equipment for ZnO and ZnA1204 Characterization 

During my PhD work, samples were characterized by a wide variety of techniques and 

instruments. In the table below (Table.3.1) the main characterisation equipment used are 

listed. Due to the wide variety of experimental characterisation equipment used, I will not 

describe each one on detail in terms of principles of operation, but rather give the 

experimental details as appropriate to the data in this thesis. A limited number of Laue 

pattern, TEM and Raman measurements were made by colleagues and are reported in the 

section on ZnAlz04 growth. The experimental details will be given in a footnote in the 

appropriate sections. 

I Nr l Name of equipment I Description I 
I 

1 
t 4 

PL - Photoluminescence [5] 

3 

Optical properties 

Optical properties 2 

4 

CL - Cathodoluminescence [5 - 61 

SEM - Scanning Electron 
Microscope [7] 

5 

Morphology characterization in nanoscale 

FESEM - Field Emission Scanning 
Electron Microscope [7] 

6 

Morphology characterization in nanoscale 

TEM - Transmission Electron 
Microscop [8] 

7 

I I I 1 

Table 3.1 Table of techniques and instruments I have been used during nzy Ph.D. project. 
References to textboob,  non no graphs or review articles describing the technique are given 
in brackets. 

Morphology & Phase characterization in 
nanoscale 

AFM - Atomic Force Microscop 
191 

8 

Topography analysis 

XRD - X-Ray Diffraction [lo] 
---, 

Crystal properties & Phase characterization 

EDX - Energy Dispersive X-Ray 
Analysis [ l  11 

b 

Compositional analysis of materials 
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-Pi5 - (Zacation - Dublin Citv Utaiv~rsitv, Dublin, Ireland1 

Photoluminescence spectroscopy is a contactless, non-destructive method of studying the 

bandedge optical properties and thus the electronic properties of semiconductor materials. 

Laser light with a photon energy greater than the bandgap is directed onto a sample, where 

it is absorbed to create excited electron-hole pairs, which in ZnO form very stable 

Coulombically bound excitons (binding energy - 60 meV). These excitons may remain 

untrapped (free excitons) or become trapped at impurities in the material (bound excitons). 

The recombination of the electron hole pair generates photons with energies less than but 

close to the bandgap energy (- 3.375 eV in ZnO at low temperatures, - 367 nm) which 

constitutes the photoluminescence signal from the sample. 

PL is the one of the most important standard characterization tools for ZnO nanostructures 

measured both eat room and cryogenic temperatures. The PL spectra from samples with a 

wide variety of growth conditions, substrates etc, show strong bandedge and varying 

degrees of green band intensity, which enable important information to be gleaned about 

the material. Figure 3.7 shows PL data for ZnO nanostructures grown on Si (100) substrate 

at room temperature. At room temperature we observed bandedge luminescence (at - 379 

nm) and the classic "structured" green band emission (at - 500 nm), which is attributed by 

various authors to various causes, most commonly native defects such as oxygen vacancies 

or Cu-related defects [12, 131. Room temperature PL reveals little about the optical quality 

/ exciton structure of the material. The low temperature PL (< 50 K) reveals much more 

detail on the excitonic structure of the material, important for potential device applications 

using the exciton recombination in zinc oxide. There are fewer reports of low temperature 

exciton PL (compared to room temperature PL) , but nearly all indicate that very good 

optical quality is seen. Our data for certain growth conditions on sapphire (chapter 5: PL 

Study of the Zinc Oxide Nanorods/Nanowalls System) indicate that exceptionally hgh  

quality material may be obtained with low temperature PL spectra as good as that from as 

the best bulk material. 

The PL data were taken using the 325 nm line of a continuous wave HeCd laser (output - 
22 mW unfocussed on the sample) as the excitation source. The emission from the sample 
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was analyzed using a one meter grating spectrometer (SPEX 1704) and detected with a 

photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu model R33 10-02) in photon counting mode. Controllable 

temperatures down to 5 K were achieved using a closed cycle cryostat (Janis SHI-950-5). 

The typical resolution of the PL data taken in the near bandedge region was slightly less 

than 100 peV and the absolute energy positions referenced to a calibration source were 

accurate to - 200 peV. All these data were corrected for the effects of the refractive index 

of air as appropriate (1.0003). 

bandedge 

300 400 500 600 700 

Photon wavelength (nm) 

Figure 3.7 Room temperature photoluminescence spectrum of ZnO nanostructures grown 
on Si (1 00) substrate. Each colour on arrows above the x-axis of the spectrum 
corresponds to spec@ wavelength and energy range to make up visible light. 

-CL-SEM- {hcah'ozp - Darblin City Universitu, Dublin, irelamdl 

Cathodoluminescence is the emission of light from a sample when bombarded with an 

electron beam in a specially equipped SEM. In many ways the process is identical to PL 

except that an electron beam is used as the excitation source rather than a laser beam, and 

the interband excitation occurs by impact ionisation. However the small electron beam 
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width enables a very fine degree of spatial resolution in the CL-SEM system, i.e. only a 

much localised region (< 100 nm diameter) is excited, compared to a - 2 mm diameter laser 

for PL. In addition the depth of the electron beam penetration depends on the electron beam 

energy and on the materials, typically of 1 pm in semiconductor for a 10 keV electron 

beam. This non-destructive method is a very important characterization tool for ZnO 

nanostructures samples due to the spatial and depth resolution capabilities it provides which 

are important for nanostructured materials. Figure 3.8 shows CL spectrum for ZnO 

nanostructures grown on a-plane sapphire at room temperature. CL-SEM measurements 

were carried out on a Gatan Instruments CL coupled to the LEO Steroscan SEM described 

below. 

400 500 600 700 

Wavelength (nm) 
Figure 3.8 CL spectrum for ZnO nanostructures grown on a-plane sapphire at room 

temperature 

-SEM & FESEM & EDX- (Locations - Dublin City University, Dublin, Ireland & Trinity 

College Dublin, respectively) 

SEM instruments use a narrow (- 10 nm) beam of high energy electrons (accelerated 

though potential differences of 1000's of volts) which is scanned in a raster fashion over 
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the sample. Various detectors, the most common being a Secondary Electron detector, 

produce a voltage corresponding to the response of the sample to the beam at each point in 

the scan. This produces an image of the sample which is deceptively like an optical 

photograph, though there can be very great differences. SEM images constitute the 

workhorse measurement for nanostructure morphology studies in order to study 

nanostructure growth, both for ZnO and ZnA1204 samples. The systems used were a LEO 

Stereoscan 440 system in DCU and a Hitachi S-4300 Field Emission system in TCD. The 

field emission system produces better images as the electron beam is produced by a cold 

cathode field emission process rather than thermionic emission, leading to higher 

simultaneously higher brightness and better resolution images. For FESEM work the 

samples were sputter coated with a 10 nm Au thin film post nanostructure growth, in order 

to eliminate charging effects which occur on insulating substrates such as sapphire. 

EDX is effectively one mode of operation of a SEM, where the X-Ray spectrum of the 

sample (which results from electron bombardment by the primary SEM beam) is measured. 

A detector collects the X-rays and produces current pulses proportional to the X-ray photon 

energy; a pulse processor acts as a matched filter to convert the signal to analog voltage 

pulses. The information is used to create an X-ray spectrum, a plot of counts detected 

versus X-ray energy. The spectrum can be acquired in probe mode (stationary beam) or in 

scanning mode (moving beam). The X-ray spectrum for different elements is unique and 

thus this measurement was used to perform compositional analysis of samples at high 

spatial resolution, yielding percentage compositional information on both ZnO 

nanostructures samples and ZnA1204 samples. The instrument used is a Princeton Gamma- 

Tech (PGT) EDX spectrometer coupled to the LEO Stereoscan SEM. 

- TEM - (Lucrrrion - Glebe Lnharcatorie~, Co. T!ppwarv, DF: Simon Ne~~combl  

TEM instruments use a very narrow beam (- 1 nm) of very high energy electrons 

(accelerated though potential differences of 100,000's of volts) which is again scanned in a 

raster fashion over the sample. In this case the electron beam transmission through the 

sample is measured (rather than various sample responses to bombardment as in a SEM). 

This requTres that the sample be t h e d  to electron transparency (few 100 nm). T h s  
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specialist task was undertaken by Dr. Simon Newcomb of Glebe Laboratories using 

mechanical thinning and ion beam techniques. Depending on the focus conditions used the 

TEM can yield both direct microscopic images of the material structures at very high 

magnification, and also can operate in Fourier transform mode, where it effectively forms a 

diffraction pattern of the lattice structure in the small region under illumination thus 

allowing the reciprocal space lattice to be measured and the material phase to be 

determined. TEM measurements have been made by Dr. Newcomb on a range of samples 

to identify the ZnA1204 phase and elucidate the details of the associated domain structures. 

The TEM used was a JEOL2000FX operating at 200 kV. Sections for microstructural 

evaluation were made using standard focused ion beam (FIB) thinning [14]. 

-AFiW- aocation - Dttblin City Univerritv, h h l i n .  Xrelarsd 

An atomic force microscope works by measuring how the force between the sample and a 

tiny "tip" on a cantilever changes as the microscope is moved over the surface of the 

sample. In most cases the image formed is an accurate reflection of the surface topography. 

However it is important to note that AFM contrast is also influenced by other factors 

including the surface chemistry. The small size of the AFM tip (tip radius of curvature - 50 

nm) means that a relatively small portion of the tip interacts with the surface (via van der 

Waals or capillarity effects). This means that if the AFM mounting is vibration free the 

AFM can record images with extremely high spatial resolutions, sometimes approaching or 

achieving atomic resolution. Measurements of surface topography were made for a range of 

the ZnAlzOd domains on various samples. The resolution in these cases was in the region of 

10 nm. The instrument used was a Nanoscope IIIa, Digital Instruments operated in contact 

mode as the ceramic aluminate surface is mechanically robust. The AFM was mounted on a 

vibration-isolated table. 

-XRD - (Location - Dublin Citv Universitv, Dublin, Ireland) 

XRD is an efficient analytical technique used to identify and characterize the phase of 

crystalline materials. It relies on the reflection of incident x-rays at various angles 

according to Bragg's Law, which enables identification of the lattice spacing corresponding 

to reflections at a particular angle, once the x-ray wavelength is known. This is turn 
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generally enables unambiguous identification of the phase of the material under study as 

the lattice plane spacing is unique to particular materials. The XRD was used as a 

workhorse instrument in studying both the composition and morphology of both ZnO 

nanorods and ZnAlz04 domains. The instrument used was a Bruker AXS D8 advance 

texture diffractometer using Cu K, radiation (h = 0.15418 nm), which enabled the material 

phase and epitaxial relationships between deposited materials and the substrate to be 

studied. 
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4 Well Aligned Zinc Oxide (ZnO) Nanorods and Nanowalls 

In this chapter a study of growth of ZnO nanorods is presented and the issues affecting 

growth control are discussed. For future applications of on,e-dimensional ZnO 

nanostructures it is very important to understand and to be able control their alignment, 

shape, size (diameter and length), and their distribution. Controlling the morphology is a 

key issue for ZnO-based nano-devices. Zn.0 nanostructures with different morphologies 

finds different applications: rods (W photonic devices), needle Cfield emission plasma 

displays), wire (sensors, interconnects for nano circuits), belts (jiezoelectric nano- 

mechanical devices), films (solar cells). The detailed morphology is vely sensitive to 

growth conditions. To control the size and morphology of the zinc oxide nanostructures via 

VPT m.ethod we have to propel-ly focus on various parameters like: growth temperature, 

duration, growth steps, and catalyst conditions. Our results show that a variety of ZnO 

nanostructure morphologies (rods, wires, mixed rods/walls) can be fabricated by 

controlling the growth parameters. The degree of sensitivity appears to depend on the type 

and orientation of substrate used, e.g. many reports of well aligned zinc oxide nanorods are 

on a-plane sapphire. 

In the following chapter I will describe the results we have obtained concerning growth of 

materials by the previously described methods. We used FESEM and XRD to give 

structural results and PL to give optical characterization of the material. Many potential 

applications of nanorods are as photonic devices, and thus the optical properties of these 

systems are extremely important. In the first stages of the project work, shortly after the 

commissioning of the growth system detailed in the previous chapter, we grew a wide 

range of samples on a variety of structures with various process parameters simply to 

develop our own expertise and to compare with the published literature to validate the 

growth apparatus. Subsequently we have concentrated on specific aspects of nanostructure 

growth and control of growth of well separated ZnO nanorods and ZnO 

nanorodslnanowalls. 
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In the literature we can find various names to describe 1D stretched out structures, such as 

nanowires, nanorods, nanoribbon, and nanobelt and the choice of these names is not always 

consistent from one report to another [I-41. In order to be consistent with the majority of 

the literature in this thesis we have named the nanostructures we have concentrated on as 

either 'well separated nanorods' or 'rods/walls ZnO nanostructures'. Other morphologies 

which we have observed we will label appropriately in the text with an explanation. The 

nanorod description is used to indicate structures of - 100 nm diameter and lengths of - 1 

pm, and well aligned means with their long axes growing perpendicularly to the substrate 

surface. The 'rods/walls ZnO nanostructures' are so called because of the interconnecting 

walls at the bottom of well aligned zinc oxide nanorods in this mixed morphology. 

4.1 Initial Experiments: Type and Orientation of Substrate and 

Overview of Effects on Morphology 

It is readily seen in the literature that the morphology and degree of alignment of well 

separated ZnO nanorods depends, among other factors, on the type of substrate [I]. 

Nanowire growth on a-plane sapphire is generally well aligned along the vertical direction 

(due to the uniaxial locked epitaxy condition reported by Fons [5 ] .  In contrast VPT growth 

on a Si/SiOz substrate is generally not well aligned. One of our first series of experiments 

with the VPT growth apparatus was to investigate the effect of different substrates and to 

reproduce the general type of results found in the published literature. 

We show some examples below of the nanostructures grown on substrates other than a- 

sapphire. When the growth was completed to compare with published data, in most cases 

our structures matched the data in the literature well [6]. What is immediately evident is 

that ZnO readily forms a variety of nanostructures on Qfferent substrates, and that the 

physical and chemical processes influencing the growth and morphology are quite 

complicated. The FESEM images (Figures 4.1 - 4.5) with various ZnO nanostructures 

grown on various substrates (Si, ZnO, Si02, c-, a-sapphire) are presented below (Table 4.1). 
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We have used source and substrate temperatures in the range 950 - 1000 "C following the 

general ranges reported in the early literature as a guide. 

Si substrate (950 OC furnace temperature, 52 Au thin film pre-annealed @ 200 O C  

for 3.5 minutes) 

Substrate 

Si/  Si02 

0-term. 
ZnO 

SiOz 
(Si /in O2 

C-A1203 

a-A1203 

Figure 4.1 SEM images of ZnO nanowires on the silicon substrate, low magniJication (a), 
high magnijkation (b) 

Table 4.1 shows experimental conditions and comments for samples grown on various 
substrates 

Furnace 
Temp. 

950" C 

1000 " C 

1000°C 

1 125 O C 

950" C 

Substrate 
Temp. 

890" C 1 

975 " C 

975°C 

1075 O C 

925' C 

Au 
thickness 

52 A, pre- 
annealed 

@20a0c  
for 3.5 
mins. 
NO 

Comments/Description 

unaligned nanowires 

micro/nanostructures 

Figure 

4.1 

4.2 

NO 

20 A, pre- 
annealed 

@ 800 O C 
for 3 
mins. ------ 
20 A 

micro/nanostructures 

nanorods 

we see well aligned nanorods 

4.3 

4.4 

4.5 

P 



ZnO substrate (0-terminated ZnO, 1000 OC furnace temperature, no Au thin film) 

Figure 4.2 SEM & FESEM image of ZnO micro/nanostructures, low magniJication (a), 
high magnzj?cation (b) 

Si02 substrate (Si wafer annealed in O2 gas at 1100 OC before growth, 1000 OC furnace 

temperature, no Au catalyst) 

Figure 4.3 FESEM images of ZnO mic~*o/nanostructures, low magniJication (a), high 
magniJication (b); Growth on Au-coated Si02 does not appear to lead to 
nanorod structures in the temperature range we have examined, though 
evidence is seen of catalyst-pee nanorod growth in the Au-free regions as 
shown above. 
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c-plane sapphire substrate (1075 O C  and 1125 O C  furnace temperatures, 20 A Au thin 

film pre-annealed @ 800 O C  for 3 minutes) 

Fimre 4.4 FESEM images of ZnO nanorods, low magniJication (a), high magnzj7cation @) 

a-plane sapphire substrate (925 O C  substrate temperature and 950 O C  furnace 
temaeratures. 20 A Au thin film) 

Figure 4.5 FESEM images of well separated ZnO nanorods, low magn$cation (a), top 
view, high magniJication @) 

In addition to the wide variety of morphologies seen in Figures 4.1 - 4.3 above, it is also 

clear that the growth mechanisms are in many cases very different to the ideal VLS 

mechanism described in chapter 2. For example on a thick SiOz layer no growth is seen on 

the Au-covered region, whereas some growth is seen on the uncovered region. For growth 

on Si with a native oxide, ZnO nanowires (generally distinguished from nanorods by their 

much higher aspect ratio, i.e. length to diameter ratio) are seen to grow only in the region 
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where there is Au deposition, but no evidence of genuine VLS growth is seen (i.e. with Au 

droplets at the nanowire tips), and the growth appears to be mediated by the Au catalyst 

rather than actual VLS. This is in agreement with more recent work in the literature [7] and 

indicates that in the case of Si substrates (with native oxides) the Au droplets may serve 

solely as suitable nucleation points for Zn vapour. 

Growth on c-sapphire (Figure 4.4) shows that in this case growth is via a genuine VLS 

mechanism and Au 'cap' can be seen on top of nanorods, which are generally well aligned. 

In fact our data and data from the literature more generally indicate that ZnO nanorod 

growth on the common sapphire terminations (c-, a-, r- & m-) occurs via genuine VLS in 

the temperature region around 950 "C. Thus we have concentrated our attention after the 

initial experiments on growth on a-sapphire (Figure 4.5). 

4.1.1 Initial Experiments: VLS Growth on a-plane Sapphire 

The consensus in the literature seems to point to a-sapphire as the most suitable substrate to 

achieve high quality well aligned ZnO nanostructures via VLS. The good alignment was 

explained by Fons et a1 [5] as due to the domain epitaxial match between the ZnO c-plane 

and the sapphire a-plane. For this reason our next set of experiments focused on VLS 

growth on a-sapphire in order to obtain well aligned ZnO nanorods. In our experiments 

well aligned ZnO nanorods were grown on a-plane sapphire using a - 20 A catalytic Au 

thin film using the process described in chapter 2. The source and substrate temperatures 

were 950 "C and 925 "C, respectively. Figure 4.6 shows the FESEM image of the ZnO 

nanorods that were obtained which showed a high degree of alignment perpendicular to the 

ZnO substrate. Au clusters can be seen as hemispherical caps on the tips of the nanorods, 

confming the VLS mechanism behind the growth. 
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Fipure - 4.6 FESEM images of well aligned ZnO nanorods, tilted view (a, b), top view (c, d) 

The high degree of alignment of the ZnO nanorod c-axes perpendicular to the substrate 

(texture) is shown by XRD data in Figure 4.7(a) below. 8-20 data show only the ZnO (0002) 

and (0004) reflections at 34.47 " and 72.68 ", respectively, in addition to the sapphire (1 1- 

20) reflection at 37.78'. These data for ZnO imply that a slight strain exists in the nanorods. 

The tabulated value for the (0002) reflection is 34.42' ([8] (a = 0.324982 nrn, c = 0.520661 

nm, c/a = 1.602)). Our data indicate that a slight tensile in-plane strain exists in the 

nanorods (leading to a reduction in the out-of-plane c-lattice parameter and an increase in 
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the 28 reflection value, from Bragg's Law). This is consistent with the fact that although an 

almost perfect domain epitaxial match is achieved between (4 times) the ZnO a-lattice 

parameter and the sapphire c-lattice parameter for one in-plane direction, as discussed by 

Fons [5] the match between the two lattices along the orthogonal in-plane direction (the 

[lo-101 direction) is not as good (4.12 A for sapphire and 2.81 for ZnO, leading to a 

tensile in-plane strain at the nanorod-substrate interface). This is discussed further in 

chapter 5. 

The degree of alignment can be quantified by the x-ray rocking curve (a-scan) shown in 

Figure 4.7(b). The width of this curve is related to the mosaic spread of the nanorod long 

axes about the normal to the surface and is - 0.23 " in the sample shown in Figure 4.7(b). 

This width is typical for the majority of samples grown on a-plane sapphire in our 

optimized conditions. The instrumental broadening contribution to this width is - 0.1 " 
(based on data from supplier) indicating the mosaic spread of the nanostructures is - 

f+4 
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20 (degrees) Omega (degrees) 
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Fi~tire 4.7 shows 8-28 x-ray diffraction (XRD) data for well aligned ZnO ~zanorods grown 
on a-plane sapphire, with the ZnO (0002) and (0004) peaks clearly seen at 
34.47 and 72.68 deg, respectively (a); Rocking curve of well aligned ZnO 
nanorods sample 

Zn0 (0002) ZnO (0004) 

- . 72.68 , O 
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Well aligned ZnO nanorods on a-plane sapphire also show extremely high optical quality at 

room temperature. Photoluminescence spectrum (Figure 4.8) taken at room temperatures 

shows very sharp peak at a wavelength h = 369 nm. This peak corresponds to the bandedge 

free exciton and LO phonon replica signals at room temperature [9]. There is no emission 

in the visible region of the spectrum associated with optically active defects and 

specifically no sign of the green band, a well known emission from ZnO with a peak at - 
520 nm, often attributed to oxygen vacancies [lo]. 

wavelength (nm) 
Fiwre 4.8 Photoluminescence spectrum of well aligned ZnO nanorods taken at room 

temperatures shows very sharp peak at a wavelength A = 369 nm. 

These data indicated that we were able to reproduce the ZnO well aligned nanorod 

morphologies on a-sapphire reported in the literature, and that the crystal quality, as judged 

from XRD and room temperature PL were quite comparable with the data reported by other 

workers. 
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4.2 VLS Growth on a-plane Sapphire: Morphology Control 

Following initial experiments to duplicate literature results for growth on a-plane sapphire, 

and the confirmation of the VLS mechanism for this process we then extended our study of 

growth on this substrate to investigate the effects of varying different parameters such as 

the thickness of the catalytic Au film, source temperature, substrate temperature, and time 

of deposition. The data below show that these parameters have a significant influence on 

the ZnO morphology. Consequently by varying those parameters we can control the 

morphology of the ZnO nanostructures. 

4.2.1 Au Catalyst 

Based on our data and reports in the literature the Au film thickness and its consequent 

morphology are very important factors in determining the ZnO nanorod growth 

morphology, though few systematic studies have appeared in the literature. 

From the graph below (Figure 4.9) we can see that the melting point of Au particles 

depends upon their size, for example the melting point (MP) for 50 A diameter spheres is - 
830 "C and for bulk Au the MP is 1064 "C. The change in melting point with size is due to 

surface energy (surface tension) effects which alter the Gibb's free energy of the system in 

a significant manner for nano-sized objects [l 11. Generally lower temperatures are required 

to melt smaller particles due to these effects. The following equations are reported to 

describe the variation of melting temperature with size for films (D = thickness) and 

spherical particles (D = diameter), and the variations are shown in Figure 4.10 [12]. 

F a a T,,, = T _ - - = A T = -  
3 0  3 0  
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Where a is a parameter proportional to the difference in surface tension between the liquid 

and solid phases, qnF is the melting temperature for thin films and T_ the melting 

temperature for bulk Au (1064 "C). A similar analysis for spherical particles shows that the 

variation in melting temperature is given by 

where a has the same numerical value as in Equation (4.1), determined only by the 

difference in surface tension between the liquid and solid phases for Au and is the 

melting temperature for spherical particles. The difference in morphology between films 

and spherical particles is accounted for by the factor of 3 in equation (4.1). 

We can use the published values for the variation in melting temperature of spherical Au 

particles [ll] to determine a using Equation (4.2) and then use this value of a in equation 

(4.1) to ascertain the variation in melting temperature of thin Au thin films. The values for 

melting temperature for spherical particles were taken from the graph in Figure 4.9 and the 

melting temperature for thin films was calculated from Equation (4.1). All data are 

summarized in the Tables 4.2 and 4.3 below. 

a (K.A), from Equation 

(4.2) 

14740 

15925 

11850 

10275 

11700 
I 

Average a = 13000 h 2500 

Spherical Particles (A) 

Table 4.2 shows data taken to determine the value of a 

qlf (T), from Figure 4.9 
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Figure 4.9 Experimental values of the melting-point temperature of Au particles (taken 
fiom 11). 

L 
Table 4.3 shows thin film melting temperature data calculated using the value of a 

determinedfiom Table 4.2 and used to plot the graph in Figure 4.10 

Film Thickness (A) 

20 

25 

5 0 

75 

qnF (OC) from Equation (4.1) with a = 13000 (-25% 
error) 

847 =t 50 

890 =t 50 

977 * 25 

1006 * 20 
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Au thin film (angstrom) 
m u r e  4.1 0 Calculate values of the melting-point temperature of Au thin films (using 

equation ( I )  above 

In our study we grew ZnO nanorods using various methods to prepare catalytic Au clusters 

(see chapter 3 and Appendix I). However the main method of preparing Au clusters for 

VLS growth was to use evaporated Au thin films. As discussed previously these bead up 

due to capillary forces at high temperatures during growth in the furnace to form Au 

nanoclusters. The nanoclusters then act as the nucleation sites for ZnO nanorods and the 

diameter and density of the nanorods is determined, to a certain extent at least, by the 

nanocluster size and density. The thickness of the initially deposited Au film is expected to 

have an important role in determining the nanocluster morphology. We deposited different 

thicknesses of Au films on the a-plane sapphire and annealed them at 900 OC (in a pure Ar 

flow of 90 sccm, with no Zn vapour) to observe the development of Au nanoclusters with 

an emphasis on their size, distribution and density. 
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This results of this study using a variety of Au film thicknesses (from 5 A to 100 A) 

annealed at 900 OC for 30 minutes is shown in Figure 4.1 1 (no ZnO growth took place; the 

Au-coated a-sapphire substrates are simply annealed in a 90 sccm Ar flow). It is clear that 

one can control both the size and density of Au clusters by tuning the Au thickness film. 

The data indicate that the average nanocluster diameter formed from Au thin film 

thicknesses I 20 A are roughly constant at - 30 - 40 nm, while the density increases with 

increasing film thickness in this range as shown in Figure 4.12. For Au thin film 

thicknesses 2 50 A the density of particles reduces while the particle size increases with 

increasing film thickness. The maximum density of nanoclusters is seen for a film thickness 

of 50 A. These data are summarized in Table 4.4. For the largest diameter particles derived 

from 75 A & 100 A Au films there is clear evidence of faceting in many of the particles. 

Based on these data it is clear that the thickness of the deposited Au film has a substantial 

effect on the density and size of the Au nanoclusters formed, however no clear monotonic 

relationship has emerged. The 50 A Au film seems to be a critical thickness below which 

the nanocluster size is roughly constant and the density increases with increasing film 

thickness, while above this Au film thickness the particle size increases while the density 

reduces with increasing film thickness. 

(a) 5 A of Au @ 900 OC for 30 mins 1 1 (b) 10 A of Au @ 900 OC for 30 ( 1 (c) 20 A of Au @ 900 OC for 30 1 

Y CYC.L11-- - --- -. - pi) 50 A of Au @ 900 OC f i r 1  75 A of Au @ 900 OC for 30 1 ji() I 00  A of Au @ 900 OC for 30 3 
$ mins ? mins mins .y 

Figure 4.1 1 FESEM images of variety of Au thinJilm thickness (5 A, 10 A, 20 A, 50 0, 75 A, 
100 A annealed at 900 O C  
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Au thicknes (nm) 
Figure 4.12 Graph of various diameter of nanocluster vs Au film thickness (a); Graph of 

various density of nanocluster vs Aufilm thickness (b) 
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Au I Figure 

I 1 I I 

Table 4.4 Summary of nanocluster average size and density per I ,urnZ, annealed at 900 OC 

Annealed @ 900 OC 

Thickness 

for va?-ious Au thichessfilms 

The reasons for this behavior are not fully clear, however we can speculate as to some of 

the possible mechanisms. Very thin Au films (I 20 A) will melt at 900 OC, based on the 

data in Figure 4.10, while thicker Au films (250 A) will probably not melt. The estimation 

of melting temperature for the 50 A film as 977 OC from the data of Wautelet [12] is based 

on a very simple model using a single crystal thin film. The experimental data from Bore1 

indicate a melting temperature for 50 A spheres of - 830 OC. In fact, the deposited Au film 

is likely to be polycrystalline with a variety of grain sizes and shapes and therefore a 

Nanocluster 
density 

per 1 pm2 

Number of 
counted 

nanoclusters 

melting temperature around 900 OC, between the two extremes of a perfect thin film and a 

Nanocluster average 
diameter (nm) 

collection of perfect nanospheres is quite reasonable. Thus the cluster formation and 

coarsening mechanisms are likely to be quite different for the thinnest and thickest films, 

with surface diffusion dominating for thicker Au films. This difference in nanocluster 

formation mechanism may also be responsible for the facetted morphology of the 

nanoclusters formed from thicker films during annealing. These ideas will require further 

investigation to substantiate or refbte them. There is no evidence from FESEM data of any 

interaction between the Au and sapphire substrate (of the type seen for growth on Si where 

a Si-Au alloy is formed [7]). 

It also must be borne in mind that while the data above provide reasonable guidelines for 

choice of Au film thickness for VLS growth, the presence of Zn vapour during actual 
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growth and the formation of an Au-Zn liquid alloy as discussed in chapter 2 will 

undoubtedly alter the cluster formation and coarsening processes during growth. 

Diameter control of ZnO nanorods is important because many physical properties are 

diameter dependent, such as the Young's modulus [13], the surface to volume ratio etc. 

According to the VLS mechanism, the diameter of nanorods is determined by the size of 

the alloy droplet, which is in turn determined by the original cluster size. By using different 

sizes of metal nanoclusters, nanorods with a range of diameters can be synthesized. Figure 

4.13 shows FESEM pictures of ZnO nanorods grown at a source temperature of 950 "C and 

a substrate temperature of 925 "C using a range of Au film thicknesses. The data shown 

previously in Figure 4.1 1 suggest that by tuning the thickness of the Au thin film we can 

control the diameter and density of the ZnO nanorods. We can clearly see that ZnO 

nanorods which are grown with a 5 Pi Au film are much thinner (average diameter - 50 nm) 

than nanorods grown with thicker Au films (Figure 4.13). They appear to be very well 

separated with low density (- 3 nanorods 1 Clm2). This is entirely consistent with what we 

would expect from Figure 4.1 l(a) where small and well separated nanoclusters of Au are 

formed using a 5 A AU film. There are also a number of 2D sheet-like structures evident in 

the SEM data, but the origin of these is still unclear. 

Figure 4.13 Shows FESEMpictures of ZnO nanorods grown at 950 OC for 30 minutes on 5 
A Au thicknesses film, (a) low magniJication image, (b) high magnijlcation 
image 
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However when we examine the data for ZnO nanorods grown using 20 A and 50 A Au 

films we see that there is no significant difference between them, in terms of diameter and 

density (with both having average diameters of - 76 nm and - 95 nm with average densities 

of - 15 nanorods / pm2 and - 22 nanorods 1 pm2 respectively) unlike Figures 4.14 and 4.1 5 

although there does appear to be some difference in the size of the Au 'cap' on the top of 

the grown nanorods. Thus, the thickness of the initially deposited Au film does appear to 

have an effect on the ZnO nanorod diameter and spacing, particularly for thinner Au films, 

in agreement with the standard VLS mechanism, but for thicker Au films this relationship 

appears to break down. 
L l I  r -  

A of Au @ 950 OC for 30 mins 

Figure 4.14 Shows FESEMpictuves of ZnO nanorods grown at 950 "Cfor 30 minutes on 
20 A Au thicknesses$lnz, (a) low magnijication image, (b) high magniJication 
image 

Figure 4.15 Shows FESEMpictures of ZnO nanorods grown at 950 "C for 30 minutes on 
50 A Au thicknesses$lm, (a) low magnlJication image, (b) high magnijication 
image 
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There is also a thickness limit on the Au film in order to grow ZnO nanorods. We have 

observed that no ZnO nanorod growth is observed using a 100 A Au film deposited on the 

a-plane sapphire (Figure 4.16). This is consistent with our previous observation concerning 

the manner in which the thicker Au film beads up to form nanoclusters. 100 8, Au films 

appear not to melt in this temperature region, and it may be the case that the Au-Zn alloy 

necessary for VLS growth will not form with a solid Au nanocluster. 

1 

4 1 100 A of Au @ 950 O C  for 30 mins ,, 

Figure 4.16 Shows FESEMpictures of ZnO nanorods grown at 950 O C  for 30 minutes on 
I00 A Au thicknessesJilm 

In the Table 4.5 nanorods average diameter and density is summarized for nanorods grown 

I I J I 
Table 4.5 Summary of nanorods average diameter and density per per 1 pmz grown on 5 A, 

20 A and 50 A Au thin films. 

on 5 A, 20 A and 50 A Au thin films. 

Nanocluster 
density 

per 1 pm2 
2 

15 

22 

Figure Number of 
counted 

nanoclusters 
5 

20 

50 

Nanocluster 
average 

diameter (nm) 
4.13(b) 

4.1 4(b) 

4.15(b) 

13 1 

103 

50 * 12 

76 h 5 

156 95 h 5 
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Based on the data above, we in the majority of the data we report subsequently we have 

used either a 20 A Au film thickness or a 50 A Au film thickness when growing ZnO 

nanostructures on a-sapphire. 

One clear advantage of VLS growth of ZnO nanorods is that the nanorods grow only in 

regions where Au films have been deposited and thus the nanorod growth locations can be 

controlled by appropriate lithographic definition of the catalytic Au films. Various 

techniques for controlling the Au film locations can be utilized in this respect, including e.g. 

thin film deposition using a shadow mask, commercial Au colloids [7] and nanosphere- 

lithography [14] (Appendix I) can be used to create patterns of Au thin film for the 

successive semiconductor nanowire growth. An example of this is shown in Figure 4.17 

with an FESEM image of ZnO nanorods/nanowalls grown on patterned Au islands on a 

sapphire substrate. It is clear that nanorods/nanowalls grow only from the substrate region 

that is coated with Au. This result shows that the growth of ZnO nanostructures on the 

siliconlsapphire substrates can be positioned and controlled by Au patterning substrates, 

which can be easily integrated with current semiconductor technology. 

Figure 4.1 7 Selective growth of Zn0 nanorods/nanowalls on sapphire substrates. The 
location of growth of the ZnO nanorods/nanowalls is defined by the location 
of the initial Au thinJlm. 

6 1 
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4.2.2 Growth Temperature Effects 

In the VPT growth system we have used, the source powder and substrate generally are 

placed close to each other (- 3 cm separation) in the alumina boat at the furnace centre. 

Differences in the source and substrate temperatures are caused by the temperature profile 

of the furnace, as shown in chapter 3, and are typically not more than 25 "C, with the 

substrate at a slightly lower temperature. Because the majority of our experiments occur at 

or above 900 "C, while the boiling point of Zn is 904 "C, classical ideas of vapour phase 

crystal growth by condensation from a supersaturated vapour are of less relevance in our 

system. For the most part the substrate is close to or above the Zn boiling point and 

supersaturation is a less meaningful concept, certainly as applied to homogeneous 

nucleation. However heterogeneous nucleation of vapour at suitable locations on the 

substrate or elsewhere can still provide a driving force for nanostructure growth. For 

example the nucleation of Zn at Au nanoclusters is due to the chemical affinity for Zn to 

alloy with the molten Au nanoclusters, and then subsequently reacting with O2 to form ZnO 

nanorods. 

In addition to influencing the melting of the catalyst layer, the main effect of temperature 

changes in our growth system is to change the Zn vapour pressure by increasing the rate of 

the carbothermal reduction of the ZnO powder. As discussed in chapter 2 the carbothermal 

reduction process can be described by an Ellingham diagram [15] and it predicts that the 

reaction proceeds for a ZnO-C mixture above - 950 "C. Below this temperature the Zn 

vapour pressure will be very low and above it the vapour pressure will increase 

dramatically. 

Figure 4.18 shows the ZnO nanostructures growth with various Au film thicknesses (5 A, 

20 A and 50 A) on a-sapphire at source temperatures of 900 "C, 950 "C and 1125 "C for 30 

minutes (sample temperatures of 875 "C, 925 "C and 1100 "C). From these figures, we can 

conclude that for 900 "C growth temperature, well aligned ZnO nanorods are just beginning 

to nucleate and grow (Figure 4.18 (a), (d), (g)). This is consistent with the low Zn pressure 

in the growth chamber. Growth at 950 "C for 30 minutes shows well aligned ZnO nanorods 
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for all Au film thicknesses (Figure 4.18 (b), (e), (h). At higher temperatures (1 125 "C) it 

appears that well aligned nanorods do not grow on a-sapphire. For Au film thicknesses of 5 

A and 20 A it appears that we get 2-D ZnO structures, while no growth is seen at Au film 

thicknesses of 50 8+ at 1125 "C. While the high Zn pressure in the chamber might explain 

the 2-D growth seen in Figures 4.1 8(c) and 4.18(f), as heterogeneous nucleation of Zn on 

the sidewalls of growing ZnO nanorods may begin to occur at high Zn pressure, the reasons 

for the absence of growth on 50 A Au films is still under investigation. At all these 

temperatures growth is seen only on regions of the sapphire where Au films have been 

deposited and it appears that the initial growth proceeds via the VLS mechanism, even if 

heterogeneous nucleation on growing ZnO structures occurs subsequently at high 

temperatures. 

- 1 #, (e) @ 950 OC, 20 A 

w, (g) @ 900 OC, 50 A , - #i (h) @ 950 OC, 50 A 

Figure - 4.18 FESEM images of1  step growth at 900 OC, 950 OC and 1125 "Cfor 30 minutes 
on various gold thickness layers : 900 "C & 5 A (a), 950 "C & 5 A (b), 1125 *C 
& 5 A (c), 900 OC & 20 d (d), 950 OC & 20 A(e), 1125 "C & 20 A fl, 900 "C & 
5 0 d  (g), 950 "C & 50 A (h), 1125 "C & 50 A (9. 

63 
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Based on these data the majority of our ZnO nanostructures were grown at source powder 

temperatures in the range 900 - 950 OC. 

4.2.3 Growth Duration 

We have also studied the effects of varying growth duration on the growth of ZnO 

nanostructures. For growth at 900 "C the longer durations will lead to longer ZnO nanorods. 

This is shown in Figure 4.19 below. However it can also be seen that a foam-like layer of 

interconnecting "nanowalls" becomes apparent for growths at longer times on samples with 

20 A and 50 A Au film thicknesses. Growth at 950 OC for 30 minute and 60 minute 

durations show well aligned ZnO nanorods whose length increases with duration. 

Interconnecting nanowall structures are not so apparent for growth at 950 O C  and are not 

seen for growth using a 5 A Au film thickness at either 900 "C or 950 "C. 

re (a) 30 mins, 5 A ((b) 60mins,5A 

- -- r r m l l r n . n a ~ ~ - w r r  

30 mins, I fl (d) 60 mins, 20 A 
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-.-m 

30 mins, 50 '-IF; A 60mins,50A 

Fiaure 4.19 Samples grown at 900 "C for 30 and 60 minutes on substrates with various Au 
thickness (5 tf, 20 tf, 50 A). (a) growth for 30 minutes on 5 4 (b) growtl.tfor 
60 minutes on 5 A, (c) growth for 30 minutes on 20 tf, (4 growth for 60 
minutes on 20 tf, (e) growth for 30 minutes on 50 tf, @I growth for 60 minutes 
on 50 A, 

Based on these data the majority of our growth experiments used durations in the range 30 

- 60 minutes. Beyond a growth duration of 60 minutes no further growth is expected due to 

the flushing of residual oxygen from the furnace tube by the Ar carrier gas flow, discussed 

in chapter 2. 

4.2.4 Nanorod/?Vanowall Morphology 

The nanorod/nanowall morphology (seen in Figure 4.19(f)) is a potentially interesting one, 

which fonns the basis of part of the next chapter. It is of potential technological use 

because the nanowall network might provide an electrical connection to the nanorods on 

the insulating sapphire substrate which could be useful e.g. for field emission device 

applications. We have made very basic lateral electrical continuity tests across a region of a 

nanorod/nanowall sample and also across a sample which shows only nanorods and in the 

former case a finite electrical resistance is measured (- 50 a) while in the latter an open 

circuit is measured. For these reasons some attention was given to the possible reasons for 

the formation of this morphology and the potential to control the growth to achieve this 

mixed structure. 
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There appear to be three parameters of particular importance in the synthesis of the 

nanorod/nanowall mixed morphology. Au film thickness, growth duration and temperature 

all affect this morphology. At very small Au film thicknesses (5 A) we see only well 

separated ZnO nanorods at growth temperatures of both 900 "C and 950 "C, whereas at 

larger Au film thicknesses of 20 A & 50 A a mixed nanorod/nanowall morphology is seen 

for growths at 900 OC. The nanowall structures become more apparent for longer growth 

durations at this temperature and these Au film thicknesses. 

Because of the multiplicity of factors which influence the growth the identification of the 

key features associated with the nanorod/nanowall morphology are hard to identify. 

Various other groups have reported this morphology and associated it with (a) the presence 

of thicker Au catalytic films which have multiple "grain boundaries" along which VLS 

growth of nanowalls [I61 or (b) the effects of Al contamination in the source powder [I 71. 

It is also worth considering the possibility of VS deposition on growing nanorods as a 

source of nanowalls. This final explanation does not seem to be consistent with our data for 

the growth of the nanorod/nanowall morphology however since we observe this 

morphology even at low growth temperatures where the Zn vapour pressure is low and the 

growth rates are low. In addition the nanowall growth occurs only at the bases of the 

nanorods rather than randomly along their lengths as one would expect with VS deposition. 

In addition it is extremely hard to see how this explanation can account for the curved wall 

structures connecting nanorods as VS nanostructure growth would generally be expected to 

occur on specific crystal faces and produce a well-defined "habit". Explanation (b) is also 

not consistent with our data. Our source powders are 99.999% purity with negligible A1 

contamination and furthermore the same source material supply is used to grow samples 

where only well separated nanorods are observed. 

The most likely explanation for the mixed nanorod/nanowall morphology is therefore the 

effect of thicker Au films. This is consistent with our data where the mixed morphology is 

only seen in samples with a high density of Au nanoclusters, as in Figures 4.1 1(c) and 

4.1 1(d) above, where the Au nanoclusters are almost touching. The regions of contact 

between Au nanoclusters (effectively "grain boundaries", though the clusters will be molten) 
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will be preferential sites for precipitation and oxidation of Zn to form nanowalls during 

VLS growth as the grain boundary can allow both 0 2  difhsion to the sapphire surface and 

preferential Zn precipitation, enabling the formation of a foam-like connection of nanowalls 

during the early stages of growth. The observation of this mixed morphology at the lower 

growth temperature of 900 "C is also consistent with this explanation as the formation of 

Au nanoclusters is temperature dependent and the density is reduced (and hence the 

separation increased) by higher growth temperatures. An example of the effects of 

annealing a 20 A Au film at 800 OC and 900 OC is shown in Figure 4.20 below and the 

increase in separation of the Au nanoclusters at the higher temperature anneal is clearly 

seen. These data indicate that the average nanocluster diameter formed from Au film 

thicknesses 1 20 Pi annealed at 800 OC and 900 OC are roughly constant at - 32.5 nm and 

40 nm respectively, with the density - 722.5 per 1 pm2 and - 260 per I p.m2. 

(a) 20 A of Au @ 800 O C  for 30 (b) 20 A of Au @ 900 O C  for 30 
mins 

Fiauve 4.20 shows effects of annealing a 20 A Au j lm  at 800 OC (a) and 900 "C (b) 
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We summarise these conclusion in Figure 4.21 below. 

t (min) 

Fiaure 4.21 FESEM images of ZnO nanorodr and nanorods/nanowalls grown on 20 of 
Au thin$lm. (a) ZnO nanorods/nanowalls grown at 900 OCfor 43 minutes, (b) 
nanorods with very small nanowalls at the bottom grown at 900 OC for 30 
minutes. (c) ZnO well separated nanorods grown at 950 OC for 30 minutes 

4.3 Concluding Remarks 

The results of the initial series of experiments using the growth apparatus described in 

chapter 3 have been presented. Various substrates were used in preliminary experiments to 

compare with published data in the literature as a method of commissioning the new VPT 

growth system. These experiments yielded data which was comparable to the literature 

results. The next series of experiments (and all other reported in this chapter) utilized a- 

sapphire substrates which enable high quality well aligned nanorods to be grown. Initial 

growth of such structures were studied using SEM, XRD and room temperature PL and 

showed excellent morphology, in terms of alignment perpendicular to the substrate, crystal 

quality and optical properties. A detailed series of experiments then studied the effects of 

variations in all the major parameters involved in the growth including Au catalyst film 

thickness and nanocluster formation, growth temperature and duration, enabling us to 

locate the optimum region of parameter space for growth of well aligned ZnO nanorods and 

to understand the effects of the various growth parameters on the morphologies of the ZnO 

structures. 
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The nanorodlnanowall mixed morphology structure was investigated and our experimental 

data was compared with existing hypotheses in the literature concerning the growth 

mechanisms for this morphology. Our data are in agreement with the hypothesis that the 

nanowall morphology is due to VLS growth at boundaries between Au nanoclusters, and 

seem to rule out the other explanations proposed in the literature. 

The nanorod/nanowall morphology shows interesting optical properties in comparison with 

well separated nanorods which will form the main part of the next chapter of the thesis. 
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5 PL Study of the Zinc Oxide Nanorods/Nanowall System 

In this chapter an optical study of the ZnO nanorods/nanowall nzorphology is presented. 

The major initial result of this study is that this mo~yhology shows extremely high optical 

emission intensity at low temperatui-es (- 7 K) and poor optical emission intensity at room 

temperatures. The degree of quenching which occuies is quite unusual for ZnO 

nanostructures. X-ray diffraction and scanning electron microscopy show that the 

nanostructures are vertically well aligned with the c axis normal to the substrate and have 

a very low rocking curve width. Temperature dependent photoluminescence analysis 

indicates the ZnO nanorods/nanowall morphology nanosti~uctures are of excellent optical 

quality at low tenzperatures, but their emission. intensity is strongly quenched at higher 

temperatures in. comparison to bulk ZnO crystals and nanorod samples with no nanowall 

interconnections. An excitonic emission around 3.366 eV is seen at low temperature and 

the intensity decays rapidly with increasing temperature. We propose that that our data on 

the nanorods/nanowall samples inay be due either to (a) the intrinsically high surface to 

volume ratio associated with the nanorod/nanowall systems which leads to increased 

surface-related quenching or (b) the nature of the nanowall ZnO material conzpared to 

isolated nanorod structures, which nzay lead to quenching at e.g. grain boundaiy surfaces. 

The use of such nanostructures in room ten~perature optoelectronic devices appears to be 

dependent on the control or elimination of such deleterious surface effects. 

In the previous chapter we discussed the formation of the mixed nanorods/nanowall 

morphology for ZnO nanostructures grown in certain conditions. As mentioned this may be 

potentially important for technological applications because the sapphire is an insulating 

substrate and the nanowall network may allow a convenient electrical back contact, which 

would be important in applications such as field emission where the well-aligned nanorod 

morphology would be quite promising in order to achieve high field enhancement factors. 

Basic electrical continuity checks as indicated in the previous chapter seem to support this 

belief. 
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We have discussed the control of the morphology in the previous chapter and the effects of 

different growth temperatures and times on the nanorod/nanowall mixed morphology. In 

particular the effects of the Au catalyst layer were concluded to play an important role in 

the formation of this morphology. For the PL study presented in this chapter we have 

grown samples on a-plane sapphire using both a single step and a two step growth process. 

The single step process, described in the previous chapter, involved a furnace temperature 

of 900 "C and a 90 sccm Ar carrier gas flow and an Au film thickness of 5 nm. The two 

step process utilized the same equipment and Au film thickness but the temperature profile 

is altered as shown in Figure 5.1 below. This growth procedure combined different steps 

during the growth period. By tuning temperature we can control shape of nanostructures. 

The lower initial furnace temperature of 760 "C appears to affect the Au nanocluster 

formation, possibly leading to nanowall formation as discussed in the previous chapter. We 

believe that ZnO nanowall growth is encouraged because the lower temperature step causes 

the Au film to evolve without beading up to form separate Au clusters. The higher 

temperature growth step on the annealed Au film then leads to the nanorod/nanowall 

morphology. 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 

time (mins) 

Figure 5.1 Two step growth of the nanol-ods/nanowalls sample 
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Figure 5.2 shows an FESEM image of a sample with a - 5 nm Au film deposited and ZnO 

nanostructures were grown using the two step process. In Figure 5.2(b) we clearly observe 

a system of vertically well aligned nanorods, with evidence of 'foam-like 'network of 

nanowalls below the nanorods. The structure observed is entirely consistent with the reports 

of Ng et al. and Lao et al., [I, 21 who observe a similar nanowall network below a well 

aligned field of nanorods, as discussed below. The nanorod lengths are quite uniform with a 

value of - 1 pm, and diameters are slightly less then 100 nm. Nanowall thickness is also of 

the order of 100 nm and the wall heights - 500 nm. Vertical growth of the nanostructures is 

observed, and the absence of growth in the region with no Au coverage establishes the VLS 

growth mechanism. 

Fiaure 5.2 Four FESEM images of a ZnO nanowires/nanowalls sample grown on a-plane 
A1203; Side view with a low magnzjkation (a), with a high magnification (3). Top 
view with dzflerentpart of sample (c) & (4. 
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5.1 XRD Characterization 

These samples have also been studied using XRD and this technique clearly shows that the 

nanorods/nanowalls grow in a textured manner on the substrate, as shown in Figure 5.3 

below. 

ZnO (0002) 
34.42' ZnO (0004) 

28 (degrees) 

Figure 5.3 shows 8-28 x-ray diffraction (XRD) data for ZnO nanowalls/nanorods grown on 
a-plane sapphire, with the ZnO (0002) and (0004) peaks clearly seen at 34.42 
and 72.56 deg, respectively. 

Figure 5.3 shows 8-28 XRD data for ZnO nanowalls/nanorods grown on a-plane sapphire, 

with the ZnO (0002) and (0004) peaks clearly seen at 34.42 and 72.56 deg, respectively. 

The absence of any others peaks confirms the good aligment of these nanostructures with c 

axis along the nanorod axis and perpendicular to the substrate. We note that identical data 

are seen for a sample with well separated nanorods with no nanowall interconnections. 
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The rocking curve width of the (0002) peak for the nanorod/nanowall morphology (Figure 

5.4(a)) sample is very low (- 0.16 deg), one of the lowest values reported to date [3-51. For 

comparison, the rocking curve width of the (0002) peak for well separated ZnO nanorods 

also grown on a-plane sapphire is - 0.23 deg. The very low FWHM value for both these 

samples indicates that the crystal quality is very good in both cases. 

Finure 5.4 Rocking curve of nanorod/nanowall sample (a), and well separated ZnO 
nanorods sanlple. 

The in-plane ordering of the ZnO nanorods was checked using x-ray phi scans. Figure 5.5 

displays the corresponding phi scans for the sapphire (10-14) and ZnO (1 0-10) reflections, 

respectively for the sample with the nanorod/nanowall morphology. The sapphire 

reflections show two peaks separated by 180 degrees, consistent with the symmetry of the 

a-plane sapphire substrate. The ZnO reflection shows six peaks separated by 60 degrees 

and proves that the nanorods are grown epitaxially on the sapphire with 6 fold symmetry 

consistent with the (0001) texture seen in Figure 5.3 above. Once again identical data are 

seen for the well separated nanorod samples. The epitaxial relationship of the ZnO 

nanostructures on the sapphire substrate in both cases are (OOO1)z.o )I (1 1-20)sappl,ire and 

[ l  1-20Izno 11 [OOO1]sapphi,, which is in agreement with other published data for growth on 

a-plane sapphire [3]. 
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Phi angle (degrees) 

>s 
-CI .- ZnO (10-10) planes 
a s 2000 /' 
a, + 
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Figure 5.5 Phi-scans of the sapphire (10-14)/Zn0 (10-10) planes for nanorod/nanowall 
sample 

- 
60' 

5.2 PL Characterization 

As the luminescence of ZnO is very sensitive to its surface state, ZnO nanostructures with a 

high surface to bulk ratio are expected to make possible novel practical applications for 

electro-optical devices and chemical sensors. In our photoluminescence work we have 

studied the low temperature luminescence properties of ZnO nanorodfnanowall samples. 

We have compared these data with the optical properties of well separated ZnO nanorod 

samples and a range of bulk ZnO crystals at various temperatures. In our study, we have 

focused on excitonic emission and the influence of the large surface to volume ratio of 

these nanostructures on this emission. Others authors have commented on various aspects 

0 -  A 1 
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of ZnO of the impact of large surface to volume ratio on the optical properties 

nanostructures [6,7]. 

1 I I I I I 

350 400 450 500 550 600 

Wavelength (nm) 
Figure 5.6 PL data at room temperature for the single crystal bulk ZnO (EP). 
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For comparison with the nanostructures we have grown in our lab, Figure 5.6 shows PL 

data of single crystal bulk ZnO at room temperature (300K). This sample was obtained 

from Eagle-Picher Corporation (EP, USA). For bulk ZnO we observe an extremely strong 

band edge luminescence and very weak green band emission, which is normal for single 

crystal materials. 

Bulk single crystal 

- - 
- 
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well aligned ZnO, 285K 

wavelength (nm) 

Finure 5.7 PL data at room temperature for well aligned ZnO nanostructures. 

Figure 5.7 shows photoluminescence data at room temperature of well aligned ZnO 

nanorod sample grown in our lab. In comparison with the bulk ZnO (Figure 5.6), well 

aligned ZnO samples shows also strong band edge luminescence peak at 377 nm and no 

peak in green band emission region. These optical properties are often taken as a rough 

indication of high quality material. 
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3007 ZnO nanorod/nanowall, 

-1- - . - I I 

300 450 660 750 
Wavelength (nm) 

Fizure - 5.8 PL data at room temperature of nanorod/nanowall ZnO samples. 

Figure 5.8 shows photoluminescence data for ZnO nanorod/nanowall sample taken at room 

temperature. For this sample, in comparison with bulk ZnO and well aligned ZnO nanorod 

sample, we observe rather poor band edge luminescence and a strong green band emission, 

which is often taken to indicate poor quality material. The series of sharp lines observed at 

room temperature towards shorter wavelengths are plasma lines from the HeCd laser which 

have not been completely removed by our filtering. 

Photoluminescence data for the nanorod/nanowall sample at lower temperatures 

(measurement at 7 K) is shown in Figure 5.9. We observe dramatically different results for 

the emission from this sample at low temperature which shows a very strong and sharp 

band edge emission, with linewidths for individual bound exciton emissions of - 0.6 meV, 

comparable to good quality bulk material and among the smallest linewidths reported for 

ZnO nanostructures [3-5, 81. We also observe the classic 'structured' green band, with 

distinct multi-phonon emission, which is attributed by various authors to various causes, 

most coinmonly native defects such as oxygen vacancies or Cu-related defects [9, 101. Thus 
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the PL data at low temperatures indicate that these samples are of extremely good optical 

quality. We can compare this sample with photoluminescence data of well aligned ZnO 

nanorods sample taken at 7.5 K (Figure 5.10), which also show very strong band edge 

luminescence. 

ZnO nanorod/nanowall, 7K 

I)' '- 
a 8 LO phonon energy 
8 8 

I ' '  - 72 meV 

I 
I I I 

300 0 750 
Wavelength (nm) 

Figure 5.9 PL data at low temperature of nanorod/nanowall ZnO samples. 
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1 well aligned ZnO, 7.5K 

Wavelength (nm) 
Figure - 5.10 PL data at low temperature of well separated ZnO nanorod samples. 

One of the most puzzling features of these PL data is the dramatic difference between the 

room and lower temperature PL spectra for samples which show very similar structural 

quality in terms of XRD measurements. 

In Figure 5.11, we show the near bandedge PL signal of the nanorod/nanowall sample at 

7.75 K as a hnction of photon energy in electron-volts (eV), and also the signal from an EP 

bulk signal crystal sample at 8 K. The PL spectra at low temperature for the 

nanorod/nanowall ZnO sample are compared to the bulk material, which has an extremely 

high optical quality and it may be seen that the individual bound exciton features are clearly 

resolved with narrow linewidths in both cases (< 1 meV, see Fig. 5.18 below). Thus the 

optical quality at low temperature of the ZnO nanorod/nanowall sample is clearly 

comparable to the bulk ZnO crystal in terms of PL linewidths. 
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Bulk ZnO 

I - 1 - I 

3340 3360 3380 
Photon energy (meV) 

Figure 5. I I PI data at low temperature of bulk ZnO material and ZnO nanorod/nanowall 
sample and line identiJication. 

Our low temperature PL data for the nanorodnanowall sample displays five clear peaks at 

energies of 3.3557 * 0.0001 eV, 3.3588 k 0.0001 eV, 3.3598 + 0.0001 eV, 3.3665 * 0.0001 

eV and 3.3709 .t 0.0001 eV. A range of sharp peaks have previously been observed by a 

number of authors in studies on single crystal ZnO samples, and have been labelled I. to Ill 

[ll], though the exact labeling is itself the subject of some controversy, and the 

microscopic chemical origins of the majority of the peaks is unknown. These peaks are 

associated with bound excitons at various defects in the ZnO crystal. The peaks in the 

nanorodnanowall sample can be associated with peaks in bulk material, as indicated in 

Figure 5.1 1 and the fact that these lines all occur within one meV of the values measured 

for high quality bulk material (which are in agreement with literature values [I 11) indicates 

that the nanostructures samples are not subject to a large strain. The three lower energy 

peaks at 3.3557 + 0.0001 eV, 3.3588 + 0.0001 eV and 3.3598 0.0001 eV are most 
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probably the 19, Is and 16/6a lines due to bound exciton recombination at neutral donor sites. 

The I9 and I8 lines have been attributed to In and Ga donors respectively by some authors 

[12, 131, while the origin of the 16/(ja line remains unclear. The feature at 3.3709 * 0.0001 

eV is assigned to the 11 feature based on its localization energy [11 ,  131. We note that the 

lines in the nanorod/nanowall sample are shifted to lower photon energies by 0.8 meV in 

comparison with literature values for ZnO bulk material. We also note that there is no 

evidence of quantum confinement effects of the line energies for the nanorods of this 

diameter. 

From our perspective, one of the most interesting features of the PL spectrum of the ZnO 

nanowalls/nanorods sample is the presence of the line at 3.3665 k 0.0001 eV, substantially 

higher in energy than the main neutral donor bound exciton features. This feature is most 

likely the I2 line. The chemical origin of this line is not clear, but the fact that it occurs at 

such high energy, indicates that it may not be due to a 'normal' donor bound exciton 

recombination. We note however that low temperature studies from the early 1990s 114, 151 

have identified a high energy line at - 368.2 nm (3.3674 k 0.0001 eV) as due to 

recombination of a 'surface' exciton in ZnO, which is observed in luminescence studies of 

a range of materials where ZnO crystallites with a high surface to volume ratio are formed. 

The surface to volume ratio of the nanorodnanowall sample is much higher then the 

surface to volume ratio for bulk material. Our results favor this assignment, as the surface 

to volume ratio of the nanorodnanowall sample is large. 

We have also observed this feature in the well separated ZnO nanorod sample (Figure 5.12), 

and we can conclude that this feature is visible in both nanostructure materials where the 

surface to volume ratio is higher in comparison with the surface to volume ratio in bulk 

material where this feature is invisible (Figure 5.13). 
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surface exciton at -3.366 eV 

Photon energy (eV) 
Figure 5.12 PL data at 7.5 K for well separated ZnO nanorod sample 

We also note that the data in Figure 5.12 for the ZnO well separated nanorods show larger 

PL linewidths (- 3.5 meV and 5.3 meV for the lower and higher photon energy features, 

respectively, based on fitting the spectrum with two Gaussian lineshapes) compared to the 

nanorods/nanowalls and bulk sample, which may be due to residual inhomogeneous strains, 

which are discussed below. 

Figure 5.13 shows a comparison between low temperature PL spectra from bulk crystal 

material from two other suppliers (Cermet Inc. and Rubicon Technology) and Eagle-Picher 

bulk crystal material. We see no evidence for the surface exciton (SX) at 3.3665 =k 0.0001 

eV in any of the bulk crystal samples. 
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Bulk ZnO 
PL data at 7.5K 

region (RT) 
I I 1 I 

3350 3360 3370 3380 

Photon energy (meV) 
Figure 5.13 Comparison of low temperature PL (at 7.5 K) from two other sources of bulk 

single material ZnO; Rubicon Technologies (RT) and Cermet Inc. (CI), in 
addition to the EP sample. 

Figure 5.14 shows the evolution of the PL spectra for the nanorodinanowall sample as a 

function of temperature in the band edge region. We note that the surface exciton (SX) at - 
3.366 * 0.0001 eV disappears faster than the other lower energy bound exciton features and 

is gone at 20 K, while the luminescence from the other features survives to -70 K and all 

these features appear to disappear at approximately the same rate. No other lines appear in a 

broader spectral range (3.300 - 3.440 eV) with increasing temperature, and specifically we 

do not see fiee exciton (FE) emission appearing. 
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Photon energy (meV) 

Fimre 5.14 shows the evolution of the PL spectra for the nanorods/nanowall sample as a 
function of temperature in the band-edge region. 

Figure 5.15 shows the evolution of the PL spectra for the well separated ZnO nanorod 

sample as a function of temperature in the band edge region. We note that the surface 

exciton at - 3.366 k 0.0001 eV disappears relatively quickly (compared to the other I line 

emission at lower energy) with increasing temperature as was observed for the 

nanord/nanowall sample. Free exciton emission appears at higher temperatures, in contrast 

to the nanorod/nanowall sample, due to the thermally induced release of bound excitons 

from defects. 
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I surface exciton at -3.366 eV 

Photon energy (eV) 
Figure 5.15 shows the evolution of the PL spectra for the well separated ZnO nanorod 

sample as a function of temperature in the band-edge region. 

Figure 5.16 shows equivalent data for a commercial bulk single-crystal sample, where the 

bound exciton signals survive up to - 130 K and evidence is seen for the growth of the free 

exciton emission with increasing temperature as bound excitons are thermally released 

from defect centres. 
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Free exciton (A) 

Photon energy (meV) 
Figure 5.16 shows the evolution of the PL specti-a for the EP bulk crystal as a function of 

temperature in the band-edge region. 

While evidence for the surface exciton is seen in both the ZnO nanowall/nanorod sample 

and the well separated ZnO nanorod sample, consistent with the high surface to volume 

ratio in both compared to bulk material, the overall PL intensity in the nanowall/nanorod 

sample appears to quench far faster than in either the bulk material or the well-separated 

nanorod sample. 

In Figure 5.17, we show the fits of the intensity versus temperature data to a temperature- 

activated exciton dissociation process (of the form in Equation 5.1 [16]) for (i) the 

integrated emission of the 19, 18 and 16/6a lines in the nanorod/nanowall sample, (ii) the 

surface exciton feature in the nanorod/nanowall sample, and (iii) the integrated intensity of 

the 19, Is and 16/6a, and 4 lines in the bulk single-crystal sample. 
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I(T) describes the luminescence intensity as a function of temperature T, for a bound 

exciton, localised at a defect with localisation energy AE, being thermally delocalised into 

the band (with a band density of states G . T ~ ' ~  [16]). 

lntegrated intensity of I,, I, & lma 
lines in nanorod/nanowall sample 

I o Integrated intensity of I, 
line in nanorod/nanowall sample * lntegrated intensity of I lines in bulk 
crystal sample 

Fit to data with 
activation energy, = 6.5 meV 

Fit to data with 
activation energy = 12.6 meV 

Fit to data with 
activation energy = 4.7 meV 

1 ' 1 "  l ' l ' I ' ! ' l U l  
- 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 

Temperature (K) 

Figure 5.17 EvoFufion #f PL .Tpectra as a function of temperature for (a) the 
nanor.od/?tanow~all sample and (fJ) the EP bulk crystal. (c) shows thefits (solid 
lines) fa a tewpwahrre-acfivafedprocess with activation energies displayed. 

These fit well with activation energies AE of 6.5 * 0.8 meV, 5 5 1.5 meV, and 13 * 0.6 

meV, respectively. The value for the bulk sample is reasonably close to the average bound 

exciton localization energy for these features - 16 meV [ll] and indicates a normal 
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thermally induced exciton dissociation. However, the activation energies for the 

nanorodnanowall sample are significantly lower then any of the exciton localization 

energies, indicating a substantially different process is occurring. T h s  is fixther evidenced 

by the growth for the bulk sample of free exciton (FX) emission whch becomes prominent 

for temperatures above - 50 K (Figure 5.16) and the absence of any free exciton 

luminescence in the nanorodnanowall sample with increasing temperature. We have not 

performed t h s  analysis for the well separated nanorod sample as the larger linewidths 

commented upon above make accurate deconvolution of the contributions of the bound 

exciton (and free exciton at higher temperatures) and surface exciton features difficult. 

Based on these data we propose that the nanowall interconnecting network in the 

nanowalllnanorod sample is of poorer crystal quality than the well separated ZnO nanorod 

sample. Because of larger footprint of the nanowall interconnections the strain energy in the 

ZnO will relax by creation of extended defects such as dislocations, as is customary in ZnO 

thin films on sapphre, but which is not seen in well separated nanorods whose footprint 

area is very low. This assignment is in agreement with our data, where we see broadened 

PL features in the well separated nanorod sample due to the incompletely relaxed residual 

strain in these samples (XRD data shown in chapter 4 confirms there is some residual strain 

in these samples which is not seen in the nanowalllnanorod sample). The poorer quality 

nanowall material may act as a source of non-radiative recombination for free excitons 

thermally released at higher temperatures and may also be responsible for the rapid decay 

of the luminescence with increasing temperature via a temperature-activated non-radiative 

recombination. Certainly these effects will limit the utilization of the excellent optical 

quality at low temperature in these systems for room temperature device structures. 

One may further investigate the effect of this nonradiative recombination by studying the 

behavior of the full width at half maximum height (FWHM) of the I9 peak (which can be 

observed in nanorodnanowall sample and in bulk ZnO) as a function of temperature. This 

is shown in Figure 5.18. We observe that linear fits to these data give value of - 12 peV K-' 

for the nanorodnanowall sample and - 4 peV K-' for the EP crystal. The FWHM in the 

nanorodnanowall sample increases at a much higher rate then for bulk material which may 
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indicate presence of additional quenching mechanisms shortening the exciton lifetime, as 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 

Temperature (K) 
Fiaure 5.18 The evolution of F m M  of the I9 line in nanorod.nanowal1 sample and in the 

bulk material with temperature. 

proposed above. - 193 > 2 I!2 
Nanorod/nanowall sample (1 2 peV/K) - 1,l  

2 I 1.0- 

EP bulk sample (4 peVIK) 

5.3 Concluding Remarks 

u 
s 0,5- 
s ,. 034- 

XRD and FESEM data on both well separated ZnO nanorod and nanowalllnanorod ZnO 

samples show well aligned nanostructures with the c axis normal to the substrate, with a 

very low rocking curve halfwidths. The well separated ZnO nanorods show some residual 

strain effects which are not seen in the nanowall/nanorod samples, which we attribute to 

strain relaxation in the nanowall interconnecting material by formation of extended crystal 

defects. PL data show that the optical quality of the nanorod/nanowall sample (where the 

surface to volume ratio is very high) is excellent at low temperatures in comparison with 

both well separated ZnO nanorod samples and bulk material. We observe a high energy 

I I 1 1 1 I I I 
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excitonic emission close to the band edge in the nanostructured ZnO samples which we 

assign to the surface exciton in ZnO at - 3.3665 * 0.0001 eV, consistent with the large 

surface to volume ratio of the nanostructures. Temperature dependence measurement of the 

PL shows a temperature-activated nonradiative recombination in the nanorod/nanowall 

structures not seen in bulk material. Extended defects in the nanowall interconnecting 

network are proposed to be responsible for the rapid decay of the PL with increasing 

temperature in these samples, consistent with the XRD data referred to above. These 

observations lead us to conclude that in the systems we have grown, the large footprint of 

the nanorod/nanowall sample leads to strain relaxation and defect creation not seen for 

well-separated nanorods which then detrimentally affects the optical properties of the 

system, and the excellent low temperature optical emission from these samples are not 

apparent at room temperature. m l e  the nanowall/nanorods nanostructures offer the 

prospect of technological applications whereby the nanowall network may allow a 

convenient electrical back contact on the insulating sapphire, which would be important in 

applications such as field emission where the well-aligned nanorod morphology would be 

quite promising, control of the non-radiative recombination effects due to the inferior 

material quality of the nanowalls via passivation or other means will be an important task in 

order to realize devices with optimum properties at room temperature. 
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6 Self-organized Zinc Aluminate (ZnA1204) on c-Sapphire 

In this chapter our studies of the growth of epitaxially ordered zinc aluminate domains are 

presented. These domains, with sub-micron dimensions, are formed at atmospheric 

pressure on c-sapphire substrates without any catalyst, using a vapour phase transport 

method at various temperatures and growth durations. This observation initially came 

about as a by-product of the previously described studies on ZnO nanorod growth. The 

structures observed were quite unusual in appearance and the topic was pursued to identzjj 

the origin of the morphology in more detail. 

The size of the grains can be controlled by valying process parameters such as growth 

temperature and deposition time, 950 "C - 1125 "C and 30 - 60 minutes respectively. A 

zinc aluminate (ZnAlz04) layer is formed by reaction of the source materials (Zn and 0 )  

with the substrate. We observe crystallites or grains with a well-defined epitaxial 

relationship on the c-plane sapphire substrate. Th,e epitaxially oriented deposit, displays 

the form of characteristically twinned grains with sub-micron dimensions with three 

variants, consistent with the c-sapphire substrate symmetry. FESEM and TEM studies 

show that the formation of these grains is associated with the presence of extended defects 

in the sapphire substrate. We have explored this link by a number of methods including 

stressing pre-annealed good quality c-sapphire substrates to their mechanical fracture 

point and also by various etching and laser ablation methods. These studies conJirm that 

these structzires can be grown only on c-sapphire substi~ates with high defect content. 

Epitaxially ordered grains formed at higher temperatures show a change in the nature of 

the twin boundaries and epitaxial relations as a function of growth time, attributed to the 

effects of annealing during growth. The alunzinate microstructures formed also show a 

number of interesting feattires, including better diffusional transport along the lower 

density "open" twin boundary, a noticeably symmetrical appearante in FESEM images 

and a contrast mechanism in SEM images which is attributed to electron channelling along 

the twin boundafdies in the grain. The change in the nature of the twin boundary with 

annealing, mentioned above, leads to the altered SEM images for annealed samples. 
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6.1 Experimental Procedure 

Zinc aluminate was grown on c-sapphire substrates by VPT. Most of the substrates used 

were obtained from Testbourne [I], although substrates from other suppliers were also 

used. The substrates are ultrasonically cleaned before growth and are generally bare, though 

in some cases they have been patterned with gold to catalyse the formation of wurtzite 

phase ZnO nanorods by the VLS mechanism, (using otherwise similar growth conditions) 

for purposes of comparison [2]. The general growth conditions are as described in chapter 

3. The nominal temperature of the furnace is set in the range 950 "C - 1125 OC and the set 

temperature is achieved in - 15 - 20 minutes. The actual substrate temperature is 35 OC 

lower than the nominal temperature for growth at 950 OC and 50 OC lower for growth at 

1125 OC, due to the temperature gradient of the furnace. The absence of any Au catalyst 

particles on the substrate surface indicates that the VLS mechanism is not responsible for 

the growth products and we believe that ZnO is nucleated on the bare c-sapphire surface by 

VS deposition, and that this ZnO layer may react with the substrate to form a spinel zinc 

aluminate, according to the formula: 

ZnO + A1203 -, ZnA1204 

to form zinc aluminate. 

6.2 ZnA1204 Characterisation 

This section describes the characterisation of zinc aluminate microstructures and is divided 

into two sub-sections, based on the growth durations (6.2.1 describes growth for 30 minutes 

duration, 6.2.2 describes 60 minute duration growth). 
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6.2.1 -30 Minutes Growth Duration 

The typical SEMIFESEM images of sample grown for 30 minutes at a furnace temperature 

of 950 "C and a substrate temperature of 91 5 "C and the sample grown for 30 minutes at a 

h a c e  temperature of 1125 "C and a substrate temperature of 1075 "C is shown in Figures 

6.1 (a), (b)) Figure 6.1 (c), (d) respectively. 

1 (a) Q 950°C for 30 minutes (1 (b) @ 950°C for 30 minutes 1 

for 30 

Figure 6.1 SEM / FESEM images of samples grown on c-sapphire; (a) growth temperature 
950 "C (growth duration 30 minutes); (b) higher magnijication of sample in 
(a), inset shows FESEM image at higher magniJication; (c) growth 
temperature 1125 "C (growth duration 30 minutes). 

Prominent structures with a linear appearance are seen with a high secondary electron 

contrast, aligned in three specific in-plane directions with an angle of 120 " between them. 

These structures are uniformly distributed among these directions. The width of the linear 
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high intensity region in all cases is - 70 nm and the length of this region is distributed in 

the range 400 - 600 nm for samples grown at 950 OC, and in the range 700 - 800 nm for 

samples grown at 1125 "C, though shorter and longer examples are seen in both cases. We 

have performed AFM to study the surface topography, shown in Figure 6.2 for a sample 

grown at - 1125 "C for 30 minutes. 

Lateral position (nrn) 

4 , - , . , . , , , .  

0 100 200 300 400 

Lateral position (nm) 

n 

Lateral position (nrn) 

1 / Profile 3 

Lateral position (pm) 

Figure 6.2 AFM data on sample grown at - 1125 O C  shown in Figure 6.1(c) with height 
proJiles at various positions on the surface, as discussed in the text. 
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Three-fold symmetric structures, similar to those observed in SEMIFESEM, are again 

clearly visible, although the contrast is reduced compared to the SEWFESEM data and 

evidence of structure in the surrounding region is also visible. The longitudinal and 

crosswise height profiles are displayed from various regions of the AFM image. These 

show that the structures have the form of cylindrical bumps with an average height of - 90 

-100 nm, and that the width of the structures (at their base) deduced from these profiles are 

quite broad - 200 nrn. This is substantially greater than the width of the bright linear 

regions seen SEWFESEM, and the difference is much greater than can be explained by tip 

broadening effects in the AFM. Thus the bright linear structures seen in the SEM/FESEM 

images are not only due to contrast effects due to surface topography. The physical 

structures responsible for the bright SEM features are quite a bit broader than the width of 

the bright lines seen in SEM images. Height profiles across regions of the sample where no 

symmetric structures are visible (profile 4 in Figure 6.2) show a substantial degree of 

roughness, indicating that layer deposition has taken place in this region also. Evidence of 

this deposition from SEWFESEM data is also shown in the circled region in the inset of 

Figure 6.1 (b) above. 

The symmetric distribution of these microstructures with a three-fold symmetry suggests 

both the possibility of an epitaxial relationship to the hexagonal sapphire c-plane substrate 

(at least for the material close to these symmetric structures) and a possible alignment of 

the long axis of the structures seen in SEM along high symmetry in-plane sapphrre 

directions. We have therefore studied Laue patterns of the c-plane sapphire substrate as 

shown in Figure 6.3(a) to study the crystallographic orientation of the zinc aluminate 

microstructures in relation to the c-plane sapphire surfaces (Laue pattern data supplied by 

Dr. Lisa O'Reilly & Prof. Pat McNally, RINCE, DCU). When the orientation of the 

sapphire substrate is known from Laue data then the orientation of these microstructures 

may be established from SEMIFESEM data at various magnifications by comparison with 

the physical edges of samples, as shown in Figure 6.3(b). The Laue measurements have 

been confinned by subsequent x-ray phi scans of the sapphire substrates. We find that the 

long direction of the bright symmetric structures seen in SEM lie parallel to the 40-10> 

sapphire in-plane directions (Figure 6.3(c) in all cases studied, (for all growth temperatures 
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and durations). This alignment along a high symmetry in-plane sapphire direction further 

suggests that at least the portion of the deposit associated with these microstructures grows 

with an epitaxial relationship to the substrate. 

Fi~ure  6.3 Experimental and simulated Laue pattern of c-sapphire (a); FESEM data 
showing orientation of zinc aluminate microstructures with respect to sample 
edges (3); Physical orientation of microstructures on substrates as determined 
fiom the Laue pattern. 

TEM measurements have been performed in both cross-section and plan-view mode (in a 

collaboration with Dr. Simon Newcomb of Glebe Scientific Ltd., Ireland who actually 

prepared the samples and made the TEM measurements, see [3] for TEM sample 

preparation details). In addition, EDX, CL and Rainan spectroscopy measurements have 
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been made in order to determine the material phase and chemical composition and to clarify 

the origin of the microstructures seen in SEM and AFM. Figure 6.4 shows cross-sectional 

TEM data for a sample grown at 950 OC for 30 minutes (the sample shown in Figure 6.l(a) 

above). Figure 6.4 shows a broad area at relatively low magnification which is a montage 

of two bright field micrographs. 

Figure 6.4 Bright Jield cross-sectional TEM data for a sample grown at 950 O C  for 30 
minutes, at low magniJication. 

A distinction can be made between the substrate material at (i) and the Pt-based coating at 

(ii), deposited onto the surface of the sample prior to ion beam thinning. One can also 

distinguish a thin surface layer marked at (iii) which was capped by a thick layer of Au (at 

(iv)) used to prevent any 'top down' ion damage of the sample before deposition of the Pt. 

There are a number of regions located at the base of the Au where 'pockets' of low atomic 

number debris from the TEM sample preparation are seen (as at (v)) and also some large 

holes of the type marked at (vi). The defect density of the near surface regions of the c- 

plane sapphire is characteristically high (as indicated at (vii)) and that the surface layer 

marked at (iii) exhibits significant variations in thickness. This aspect is shown by the 

presence of clearly observable features marked as (viii)-(xi) where the film thickness is 

much higher than elsewhere. 

A cross sectional image at higher magnification on one of these high thickness deposition 

regions is shown in Figure 6.5 for a sample grown at 950 O C  for 30 minutes. Figure 6.5 

shows that the high thickness region consists of a grain surrounded by a thinner and 

randomly oriented regions, and the edges of the grain are indicated by the high angle grain 
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boundaries at (ii) and (iii) in Figure 6.5. The defect density of the material is significantly 

higher outside the course grain then within it. The grain shows a clear planar boundary at 

(iv). 

Figure 6.5 Cross sectional TEM image at high magnzjication on high thickness region. 

The chemical composition of the deposit was studied by EDX, CL and Raman 

spectroscopy. EDX data is shown for a sample grown for 30 minutes at 950 OC (imaged in 

Figure 6.l(a)) in Figure 6.6. This indicates that the chemical composition of the deposit has 

contributions from Zn, Al, 0 and C as expected given the source and substrate material 

composition. Carbon (C) is detected because graphite and ZnO have been used as the 

source material. The strong Li peak is due to the detector used for EDX. However the EDX 

data are due to contributions from region many microns deep and the chemical phase of the 

growth layer cannot be accurately determined in this way. XRD data (Figure 6.7) display a 

number of peaks associated with the cubic spinel zinc aluminate phase, in addition to the 
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sapphire substrate, but no indication of ZnO or other Zn-Al-0 phases, providing the first 

strong indications that the deposited layer is zinc aluminate. 

ksv 

Figure 6.6 EDX spectrum of zinc aluminate layer. 

30 40 
28 (degrees) 

Figure 6.7 XRD data display a number of peah associated with the cubic spinel zinc 
aluminate phase. We can see that the (I 1 I) ZnA1204 at 3 7.54 peak is presented 
in all samples ecept the bare c-sapphire; (a) bare c-sapphire, (b) sample grown 
at 1125OC for 30 mins, (c) sample grown at 1125OC for 60 mins, (d) sample 
grown at 1125OC for 30 mins on preannealed substrate. 
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CL and Raman data show no evidence of ZnO phase material, consistent with the 

indications above, though the deposited zinc aluminate layer is too thin for clear spectral 

signatures of this phase to be observed. These tentative assignments have been confirmed 

by selected area electron diffraction (SAED) measurements, as shown in Figure 6.8 below. 

Bin g 
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d-Sp acing, 

nm 

0.4688 
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0.4042 200 

0.2861 220 
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Figure 6.8 SAED pattern from lower thickness regions of the deposited l q e r  ([lo-1 01 
sapphire zone normal, with sapphire reflections indexed, as indicated by 
dashed lines). 

The SAED pattern shown above is from one of the lower thickness regions (e.g. between 

(viii) and (ix) in Figure 6.4) of the deposit where the sapphire substrate is at a [lo-101 zone 

normal. The d-spacings for the diffraction rings marked at 1 - 6 are given in the table in the 

inset and a comparison can be made with the cubic ZnAlz04 phase which has a lattice 

parameter of 0.80848 nm [4]. The diffraction pattern clearly demonstrates the formation of 

zinc aluminate, and we have carefully ruled out the possibility of the layer being associated 

with other zinc-related oxides, such as cubic and hexagonal ZnO phases as well as two 

cubic Zn02 phases. Thus the assignment to zinc aluminate is unambiguous. It is interesting 

to find such an angular spread in the diffraction spots. This pattern was taken from a 

reasonably small area of the aluminate but we are seeing polycrystalline growth with no 

epitaxial relationship to the substrate in this part of the deposit. 
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The coarse, or larger, grains are also zinc aluminate phase material. An SAED pattern of 

the region in Figure 6.5 above is shown in Figure 6.9. The spots in the SAED pattern in 

Figure 6.9 are all indexed either to zinc aluminate ((1-1 1, (200) & (1 1-1)) or sapphire ((-12- 

10) & (0003)) reflections. The SAED pattern also clearly shows twinning in this large grain, 

with the two twin components indicated by the dotted and dashed lines. The common twin 

plane is seen to be an aluminate (1 11) plane. We associate this twin boundary with the 

planar boundary referred to at position (iv) in Figure 6.5. 

Fimre 6.9 SAED pattern of region in Figure 6.5, with reJlections of aluminate twins 
indexed at a sapphire [lo-101 zone normal and an aluminate [Ol l ]  zone 
normal. 

The SAED data enable us to confirm that the coarse grains have a well-defined epitaxial 

relationship to substrate and to deduce that this relationship is: 

[lo-101 AI2O3 I/ [Ol 11 ZnA1204 and (0001) A1203 N (-2-1 1) ZnA1204 

This epitaxial and twinning relationship indicates that the intersection of the twin boundary 

of the aluminate grain with the surface is a line parallel to the sapphire [lo-101 in-plane 

direction, i.e. exactly parallel to the long direction of the bright symmetric structures 

deduced from Laue and x-ray measurements. Thus we identify these large, twinned, zinc 

aluminate grains with the bright symmetric structures seen in SEM, and specifically we 
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identify the bright central line region seen in SEM with the twin boundary region seen in 

TEM. This identification is supported by the general topography of the grain structure. 

Much of the grain structure lies under the surface of the surface substrate and the surface 

topography of the grain shown in Figure 6.5 appears entirely consistent with AFM data 

presented earlier, in terms of height, width and the surface roughness of surrounding 

regions. 

Multiple twinning in a single grain is also seen in a number of grains examined for a 

sample grown at 950 OC for 30 minutes, as shown in Figure 6.10, and is confirmed by the 

[Oll] ZnA1204 SAED pattern shown in Figure 6.10(b). The observation of multiply 

twinned grains with twin boundaries closely spaced parallel to each other is entirely 

consistent with SEM observations of side by side, parallel bright microstructures shown in 

the inset of Figure 6.l(b), and also shown in the inset of Figure 6.10(a) and specifically 

consistent with the identification of the bright central line region seen in SEM with the twin 

boundary region seen in TEM. 

Fimre 6.1 0 (a) Bright field cross-sectional TEM image on high thickness multiply twinned 
region (edges of region marked at (iv) & (v), twins at (i), (ii) & (iii)). Inset 
shows a FE-SEM image of the same sample; (b) SAED pattern of region in A at 
a sapphire [lo-101 zone normal and an aluminate [Oil] zone normal showing 
twinned spots. 

Plan view TEM data for a sample grown at 950 OC for 30 minutes are shown in Figure 

6.1 l(a), where the plan view slice extends between positions at depths of - 140 and 250 nm 

below the surface, i.e. below the thin zinc aluminate layer depth, intercepting only the 
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thicker grains and sapphire substrate. Characteristically six sided zinc aluminate grains are 

seen in the sapphire matrix, each of which contains the type of twin boundary marked at (i), 

(ii) etc. Extended defects in the sapphire are also clearly visible around the grains. There 

are three grain variants for the aluminate, as typified by those marked at (ii), (iii) and (iv), 

making angles of 120 to each other. These data are interpreted as a top-view of the grains 

discussed above, and the twin boundaries are again seen in all cases, sometimes with 

multiply-twinned grains. SAED patterns are shown in Figure 6.1 1(b) one taken on each 

grain variant. These are taken at [-2-11] zone normals for the ZnAlz04 phase, the interface 

marked at e.g. (i) in Figure 6.1 1(a) thus being a (111)-type boundary. Figure 6.1 1(c) was 

taken from a localised region of the sapphire that contained none of the aluminate grains 

and shows a [0001] A1203 zone normal. Figure 6.1 1(d) shows a combination of the 

substrate and the three grain variants of the oxide with a wide aperture, with the 

contribution of each variant indicated. These data are all consistent with the previously 

deduced epitaxial and twin relationships, and confirm our identification of the twin 

boundary as the origin of the bright central line region seen in SEM. 

TEM measurements on samples grown at 1125 OC for 30 minutes show similar results to 

those on samples grown at 950 OC for 30 minutes, consistent with their similar appearances 

in SEM images. 
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Figure 6.1 1 (a) Bright jield plan view TEM data for a sample grown at 950 O C  for 30 
minutes; (b) SAED patterns on each grain variant at an aluminate [-2-11] 
zone normal; (c) SAED patterns on sapphire at an [0001] A1203 zone normal; 
(d) wide aperture SAED pattern which is a combination of the substrate and 
the three grain variants of the oxide. 
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6.2.2 - 60 Minutes Growth Duration 

The typical FESEM images of sample grown for 60 minutes at a furnace temperature of 

1125 "C and a substrate temperature of 1075 OC is shown in Figures 6.12(a), and 6.12(b) at 

higher magnification. 

c o @ l  (b) @ 1125OC for 60 minutes I 

Figure 6.12 FE-SEM images of samples grown on c-sapphire; (a) growth temperature 
1125 OC (growth duration 60 minutes); (b) higher magniJication of sample in 
(a). 

Figure 6.12 shows that zinc aluminate grains are again prominently visible, although the 

contrast and density are reduced compared to the samples grown at 950 OC for 30 minutes 

(Figure 6.l(a) - (d). The strong contrast of the central line portion of the microstructure is 

gone. These zinc aluminate grains are strongly affected by the growth duration, particularly 

at the higher growth temperature. 

The long direction of the structures are again parallel to <lo-10> -type sapphire in-plane 

directions, in all cases, as confirmed by x-ray phi scans. The width of the microstructures 

seen in Figure 6.12(b) is much closer to the width measured by AFM line profiles for 

samples grown for shorter durations shown in Figure 6.2, - 200 nm, indicating a change in 

the nature of the SEM contrast for samples grown at 1125 OC for 60 minutes, compared 

with samples grown at lower temperature or for shorter durations. Cross-sectional TEM 
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measurement on samples grown at 1125 OC for 60 minutes, with significantly different 

morphology in SEWFESEM of samples grown for 30 minutes, are shown in Figure 6.13. 

Figure 6.13 (a) Cross sectional TEM image at high magnijication on sample grown at 1125 
O C  for 60 minutes (the inset shows a FESEM image of the zinc aluminate 
grains seen on this sample; (h) Other region of deposit with varying thickness 
and high defect content. 
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Figure 6.1 3(a) shows an area where a high thickness grain (marked at (ii)) has been formed. 

The sapphire substrate shows a low defect density due to annealing of extended defects 

during the longer growth period at higher temperatures. The grain itself is similar to the 

coarse aluminate grains formed in the previous samples with a twin boundary running 

through its centre and with high angle grain boundaries on both sides, marked at (i) and 

(iii), while the surrounding material is a thinner layer of high defect content. However, in 

this case the grain shows much clearer evidence of faceting at the sides and base, and also 

at the top portion, which is shown in the inset. We again identify these large, twinned, zinc 

aluminate grains with the symmetric structures seen in FESEM, and note that this 

identification is supported by the observation of the facetted nature of the grains seen both 

in TEM in Figure 6.13(a) and in FESEM (inset of Figure 6.13(a)). The absence of the 

bright central line seen in FESEM contrast in this sample may then be due to change in the 

nature of the twin boundary plane with a consequent effect of the contrast mechanism, 

discussed in section 6.4 below. Other regions of deposited layer of this sample have a 

morphology like that shown in Figure 6.13(b), a thinner layer with a thickness variation, 

and high defect content. 

The SAED pattern in Figure 6.14 is recorded with a sapphire [lo1 01 zone normal and 

aluminate [O-111 zone normal, with the aluminate reflections indexed accordingly. The 

deposit again is identified as zinc aluminate. The twin plane is an aluminate (-2 1 1) plane in 

this case (different to the situation for samples grown at 950 O C  for 30 minutes), and the 

epitaxial relationship is: 

[I  -2 101 A1203 I/ [-2 1 11 ZnAlz04 and (000 1) A1203 // ( 1  I I) ZnA1204 

These types of epitaxial and twinning relationships have been observed previously for the 

magnesium aluminate and other spinels, and the epitaxy of the (1 11) ZnAlz04 plane on the 

(0001) Al2O3 plane is often seen in such systems due to the three-fold symmetry of both 

surfaces [5 - 81. These epitaxial and twinning relationships indicate that the intersection of 

the twin boundary of the aluminate grain with the surface is again a line parallel to the 
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sapphire [lo-101 in-plane direction, parallel to the long direction of the symmetric 

structures seen in Figure 6.1 2(b). 

Figure 6.14 SAED pattern of region in with reflections of aluminate twins indexed at a 
sapphire [lo-1 01 zone normal and an aluminate [O-111 zone normal; 

A slight (- 2.5 ") misalignment of the (1 11) zinc aluminate plane from the sapphire (0001) 

plane, is seen, indicated in Figure 6.14. 

6.3 Effects of Substrate Preparation 

The perfection of the substrate is an extremely important factor in the growth of the growth 

of the high SEM contrast symmetric structures as shown below (Figure 6.15(a)). This 

figure shows a FESEM image of a sample grown at 950 OC for 30 minutes, but on a 

substrate pre-annealed at 1000 "C for 30 minutes. Similar FESEM data are obtained on 

samples pre-annealed at 1000 "C for 17.5 hours and on samples grown on starting substrate 
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material of higher crystalline quality. These samples show a very different appearance in 

FESEM images, with very few instances of the high contrast three-fold symmetric 

structures. It appears that the presence of the symmetric microstructures is critically 

dependent on the initial crystalline quality of the substfate. 

Figure 6.15 (a) Sample grown at 950 O C  for 30 minutes on pre-annealed substrate, with 
low symmetric microstructure coverage; (3) Dark field cross-sectional TEM 
data for a sample grown at 950 OC for 30 minutes on an unannealed substrate, 
showing a high thickness grain marked at (i), and the highly defective 
substrate below this (substrate is in lower half of image). The region marked 
(ii) is a type of large hole, similar to the feature marked (vi) in Figure 6.7(a). 
The inset shows a Laue pattern for the substrate with one spot magnified to 
illustrate broadening; (c) Bright field cross-sectional TEM data for sample 
shown in (a). 

The image in Figure 6.15(a) shows a low coverage of zinc aluminate grains. Figure 6.15(b) 

shows a dark field cross sectional TEM image, for sample grown at 950 OC for 30 minutes 

on an unannealed substrate (similar to that in Figure 6.l(a)), close to a high thickness grain, 

marked (i), and the high substrate defect density is easily seen around the grain. Laue 

pattern measurements of unannealed substrates show a significant splitting and distortion of 
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the reflection spots (inset of Figure 6.16(b)) which are associated with the poor crystal 

quality of the starting material and specifically the presence of slightly misoriented sub- 

crystals, grain boundaries and extended defects. Laue measurements on annealed substrates 

and other starting materials show much more sharply defined spots, indicating a reduction 

in the extended defect concentration of the material. TEM data shown above (Figure 

6.15(b)) confirm this conclusion. The presence of the three-fold symmetric line structures is 

therefore apparently critically dependent on the presence of extended defects in the starting 

substrate material. It should also be noted that such high thickness grains do not appear at 

every region where the substrate defect density is high, and equally these large thickness 

grains are seen occasionally in regions where the substrate defect density is lower. Thus 

there is no one-to-one evidence of a connection between specific extended defects in the 

substrate and nucleation of specific high thickness grains. However, a comparison of Figure 

6.15(b), with a cross-sectional TEM image of the sample shown in Figure 6.15(a) 

(deposited under the same conditions of time and temperature but on a substrate that had 

been given a pre-anneal treatment for 30 minutes at 1000 "C) is very informative. Part of 

the region that was thinned to electron transparency is shown at relatively low 

magnification in Figure 6.15(c) and one sees that the substrate marked at (i) has a 

significantly lower defect density than in Figure 6.15(b), as a consequence of the pre-anneal 

(the contrast marked at (iv) and (v) is strain related). The data in figure 6.15(a) shows that 

the coverage of the associated symmetrical structures is very low. This leads us to conclude 

that the presence of highly defective substrates (low crystal quality substrates) is necessary 

for the nucleation and growth of such twinned grains with three fold symmetry. Annealed 

sapphire or starting sapphire substrates of better quality do not show significant amounts of 

these microstructures after deposition. 

We show further evidence in Figure 6.16 in support of the hypothesis of a relation between 

extended defects in the substrate and nucleation of symmetric structures. The FESEM 

images of a sample grown at 1125 "C for 30 minutes, show nucleation of the symmetric 

structures at various locations. While a significant fraction of the symmetric structures are 

randomly distributed, we also observe a clustering of the microstructures along straight line 

directions at some locations (Figure 6.16), which is suggestive of the phenomenon of 
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clustering of etch pits along the array of dislocations which intersect the surface of a crystal 

at low angle grain boundaries. Laue pattern data from Figure 6.3(a) show that the sapphire 

substrates used have slightly misoriented sub-crystals and associated grain boundaries and 

extended defects and this may explain the occasional nucleation of microstructures along 

straight line directions associated with such boundaries. 

I 
- 

I 1  re-annealed sapphire I 
@ 1125°C130 mins 

Figure 6.16 

@ 950 OC 130 mins 

FESEM image of zinc aluminate grains on the c-sapphire, (a) grown at 1125 
"C for 30 minute, (b) grown at 1100 "C for 30 minutes on the pre-annealed 
Fractured substrate (at 1000 "C for 120 minutes). Evidence is seen for 
structures clustering along straight lines in certain locations. 

We have also pre-annealed (1000 OC for 2 hours) substrates (to ensure low extended defect 

concentrations) and subsequently introduced mechanical damage to the crystal in a number 

of ways and then deposited zinc aluminate. After deposition we looked for evidence of 

symmetric microstructure growth. The initial and rather crude method used was to 

mechanically stress a pre-annealed substrate to the point of fracture. Close to fracture 

locations (and also at samples edges where the substrate was cut with a saw) we see the 

characteristic high contrast symmetric structures (Figure 6.17), and in some cases these 

cluster along a crack location. 
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Finure 6.1 7 FESEM image of zinc aluminate grains grown on the fractured sapphire; (a) 
close to thefiacture locations, (b) edges offractured sapphire, 
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We believe that these nucleate due to the generation of extended defects in the sapphire at 

or close to the point of fracture. Reference pre-annealed samples not subjected to 

mechanical stress before growth show very little evidence of this microstructure after 

attempted aluminate growth. 

More controllable, localised, attempts to introduce mechanical damage have included 

plasma etching and laser ablation (both surface and sub-surface) of the sapphire. We have 

also tried to 'damage' the c-sapphire surface by polishing it using aluminium oxide 

powders of dimensions 0.3 pm, 1 pm, and 3 pm. In these cases we have not yet observed 

growth of these microstructures after the substrate treatment. We have also tried to damage 

the c-sapphire substrate by wet chemical etching (in an etching solution: 20 ml H202 + 2 ml 

HF, 48 % in H202 + 20 ml HCl, 0.996 N), and grow zinc aluminate grains after that. We 

etched samples for 3 different periods: 15 minutes (Figure 6.18(a)), 30 minutes (Figure 

6.18(b)), and 60 minutes (Figure 6.18(c)). Some evidence is seen for growth of zinc 

aluminate grains with characteristic 3-fold symmetric microstructures in this case, but 

further work is needed to confirm the reproducibility of these results. 

These etching and other studies are at an early stage (see chapter 7 also) and there is not yet 

enough data to comment on the detailed nature of the extended defects which may be 

responsible for the nucleation and growth of the coarse zinc aluminate grains. However, 

based on the totality of the evidence presented here however, we believe that the intimate 

connection between the presence of extended defects in the sapphire and the nucleation of 

symmetric microstructures is quite convincing. 

Figure 6.18 Grow zinc aluminate grains on etched substrate for 15minutes (a), 30 minutes 
(b), and 60 minutes (c). 
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6.4 Nature of Unusual SEM Contrast - Electron Channeling 

along Twin Boundaries 

The zinc aluminate microstructures discussed above show a number of interesting features, 

including two well-defined twin relationships, depending on the growth duration, which in 

turn appear to have a very significant impact on SEM contrast mechanisms. 

Large grains synthesized at shorter growth durations (950 "C for 30 minutes) show 

unusually bright, narrow, linear structures with sharp contrast in FESEM. These large 

grains in all cases show twin boundaries and a sharp contrast in FESEM. The twin 

boundaries are very visible in the grains. AFM data presented in this chapter (Figure 6.2) 

show a topography consistent with the rather broad (500 nrn) grain size seen in TEM, and 

clearly the narrow linear features seen in FESEM are not associated with the broad 

aluminate grains, but rather. with the twin boundaries. This identification is supported by 

the fact that the linear features and twin boundaries have the similar lengths of the twin 

boundaries and FESEM features (- 500 nrn) and also by the very narrow appearance of the 

linear features in FESEM, and the lateral dimension of these features (- 70 nm), which is 

unchanged by the obvious variations in grain to grain width seen in TEM, indicating that 

the structures responsible for the FESEM contrast must be smaller then the actual grain size 

and be unchanged by the variations in grain width. 

Epitaxially-grown grains synthesized at longer growth durations (1 125 "C for 60 minutes) 

display a different twinning relationship, and the FESEM contrast is significantly reduced. 

It is clear that neither the topography nor material composition vary substantially between 

the two types of sample and thus cannot explain the large observed differences in SEM 

contrast. The main difference between the large grained and the surrounding region in both 

samples is the presence of twin boundaries in the large grains. The main difference between 

the grains in the two samples is the different twin plane. Thus the different nature of the 

twin plane in the samples grown at 1125 "C for 60 minutes must account for the change in 

the SEM contrast. 
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In FESEM by controlling the accelerating voltage, we can control the incident electron 

penetration depths, and these investigations can shed light on sub-surface processes in the 

sample. We have investigated the appearance of the zinc aluminate symmetric structures in 

samples grown at 950 "C for 30 minutes in an FESEM using both the secondary electron 

(SE) and backscattered electron (BE) imaging modes in an attempt to elucidate the origin of 

the sharply defined linear structures seen in SEM images of samples grown at 950 "C for 30 

minutes. These samples have been sputter-coated with - 10 nm of Au prior to examination 

in the SEM to reduce charging effects. We have studied the contrast in both secondary 

electron (SE) and backscattered electron (BE) FESEM images for samples grown at 950 "C 

for 30 minutes, at accelerating voltages between 1 kV and 20 kV (Figure 6.19). The lower 

voltage is chosen so that the beam penetration depth is less than the 10 nm sputtered Au 

layer thickness [9]. It is clear that for 1 kV beam voltage (Figure 6.19(f), no clear image is 

seen in either SE or BE mode, while for 2 kV beam voltage (Figure 6.19(e), a clear image 

is seen in SE mode, but not for the BE imaging mode. For 1 kV, the incident electron beam 

cannot penetrate the 10 nm Au layer to interact with the aluminate and no image is seen in 

SE or BE, whereas a clear SE image is seen at 2 kV, where the incident beam can penetrate 

to the aluminate grains. At higher voltages both SE and BE images of the linear structures 

are seen. It is clear that the width of the bright linear structures in both modes is not 

strongly affected by change of one order of range in the incident beam energy. The width of 

the linear structures in SE between 20 and 5 kV varies from - 70 nm to - 85 nm, 

respectively. The linear features in the SE image at 2 kV (Figure 6.19(e)) have a width of - 
120 nm. 
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Fiaure 6.19 (0-8 FESEM images in SE and BE of sample grown on c-sapphire at a growth 
I 

temperature 950 OC for 30 minutes, at accelerating voltages between 1 kV and 

Such images taken at low voltage show that the strong contrast seen in the linear structures 

is associated with BE phenomena, either directly detected by the BE detector of the SEM or 
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detected by the SE detector due to SE emission by BE within the SE escape depth. Figure 

6.20 shows proposed model to explain the SEM images. 

Zinc 
aluminate 
grain 

Effects of sample tilt 

Tilt axis out of page 
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boundary (channels) in sample grown at 950 OC. 

We propose that the portion of the incident electron beam which is backscattered can 

channel (or waveguide) along the twin boundary (channeling effects in SEM typically refer 

to Bragg reflection phenomena, which is not what is proposed here [lo]). These 

backscattered electrons can then generate secondary electrons when they impinge on the Au 

layer, which generate the narrow linear features either in SE or BE imaging modes. This 

proposal is supported by the observation in cross-sectional TEM that the twin boundaries in 

samples grown at 950 OC for 30 minutes show a low density, or "open" character. This is 

demonstrated in Figure 6.21 below where the twin boundary itself exhibits strong Fresnel 
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fringing effects as a function of the change in defocus conditions. The sense of the contrast 

changes is indicative of the fact that this part of the oxide is of lower scattering potential 

than the crystalline material lying to its sides [I l l .  Analysis of the Fresnel fringes as a 

function of focusing condition indicates that the thickness of this low density region is > 2 

nm. These data and conclusions are based on discussions with Dr. Simon Newcomb of 

Glebe Scientific Ltd. 

Figure 6.21 Cross-sectional TEM showing Fresnel efSects as a function of defocus 
conditions for a sample grown at 950 OC for 30 minutes. 

The presence of this lower density region provides an open channel along which electron 

backscattering may be particularly eficient. The proposed model may be finther tested by 

looking at SE images of the structures under a large tilt angle (45 O) shown in Figure 6.22. 
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Finure 6.22 SEM image on sample tilted at 45 O, with line scan of grey scale intensity 
across single feature shown in inset 

The tilt axis is a horizontal line in the plane of the page and the sample is tilted so that the 

upper portion of the sample is further from the incident beam, and the lower part is closer. 

When the sample is tilted such that the electron beam direction lies out of the twin 

boundary plane, noticeable elongation or smearing of many of the linear structures is seen 

(- 110 nm), as demonstrated by the circled portion of Figure 6.22 and the inset line scan. 

This is shown schematically in the lower part of Figure 6.20. The elongation is not seen 

when the electron beam direction remains in the twin boundary plane (the vertically 

oriented linear structures). The elongation circled in Figure 6.22 is consistent with the 

proposed waveguiding mechanism because the sample tilt allows the incident beam to 

intersect the twin boundary over a larger region of the beam scan. The effect is not due to 

topography, as indicated by AFM data referred to earlier and also because the elongation is 

perpendicular to the tilt axis, although the linear structures in question are not. The incident 
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beam penetration depth at the accelerating voltage used for the data in Figure 6.22 is > 1 

pm. Based on the degree of elongation observed, it appears that the region below the 

surface from which the waveguided BE escape to reach the surface and generate the BE, or 

SE, signals, is rather small, within - 160 nm of the surface. This shallow depth indicates 

that residual loss mechanisms during waveguiding may limit the region from which high 

energy BE can contribute to the contrast. We propose that the BE responsible for this local 

contrast are generated by large angle elastic collisions (> 90 O) of incident electrons directly 

interacting with the twin in this sub-surface volume which channel-out along the open twin 

boundary. The reason for the consistently narrow observed feature widths may be explained 

by noting that the beam width at depths - 160 nm below the surface is - 70 nm. BE 

generated by the incident beam outside the twin boundary region which reach twin 

boundaries have a large transverse momentum component (due to multiple smaller angle 

collisions) and are not effectively "captured" and waveguided along the open twin 

boundary. The combination of these two effects produces the rather narrow (- 70 nm) 

feature widths seen in both SE and BE modes. At lower accelerating voltages the beam 

widths at depths of - 160 nm below the surface increase, leading to the increase in feature 

width commented on earlier. Further work using Monte-Carlo simulations of electron 

trajectory with the Casino programme will be used to explore this effect in the fiture [12]. 

The detailed nature of the twin boundary appears crucial to the observation of this 

waveguiding effect. It is quite clear from the data shown above in Figure 6.12 that the 

effects of electron waveguding in the twin boundary are reduced or even eliminated in 

samples grown at 1125 OC for 60 minutes type of boundary. The differences in the two twin 

boundaries appear crucial to the observation of the enhanced backscatter proposed above. 

The twin boundary in samples grown at 1125 OC for 60 minutes also shows Fresnel effects 

with changes in defocus conditions (Figure 6.23), indicating an open nature to this 

boundary also. 
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Figure 6.23 Fresnel effects as a function of defocus conditions for a sample grown at 1125 
C for 60 minutes. 

Analysis of the Fresnel fiinges as a function of focusing condition for this type of twin 

boundary indicates that the thickness of the low density region is - I nm. These data and 

conclusions are also based on discussions with Dr. Simon Newcomb of Glebe Scientific 

Ltd. 

It is tempting to propose that the elimination of the waveguiding effects is due solely to a 

reduction in the thickness of the low density region, and certainly it is possible that a 

narrower boundary region would reduce such effects. Nevertheless the crystallography of 

the twin boundary may also play an important role. In the case of the magnesium spinel, 

when the twin boundary departs from a (1 11) plane, while still containing the [Ol-11 

rotation axis, the twin boundary consists of an array of linear defects [6]. This geometric 

situation is exactly the case for the grain shown in Figure 6.23, and given the structural 

similarity of the magnesium and zinc spinels, it is likely that the (-21 1) twin boundary in 

zinc aluminate is a more defective interface compared to the (1 11) twin. The presence of 
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this defective interface may also play a role in reducing the efficiency of electron 

waveguiding along the twin boundary in the sample grown at 1125 OC for 60 minutes. Our 

data at present do not permit us to distinguish between these two effects. 

6.5 Growth Mechanism 

The growth mechanisms of aluminate spinels due to reaction between metal oxides and 

alumina is a topic which has been widely studied, both by observing the reaction between 

solid metal oxides and alumina and by observing spinel growth by vapour phase deposition 

of the metal oxide and subsequent reaction with the substrate [5, 131. This latter mechanism 

appears to be the origin of the growth in our samples. Initially ZnO is deposited on the c- 

sapphire surface by VS deposition, and this ZnO layer reacts with the substrate to form zinc 

aluminate, according to the formula: 

ZnO + A120, + ZnAl, 0, 

This growth mode has been observed previously for magnesium aluminate, cobalt 

aluminate and nickel alurninate and appears to be the most plausible growth mode in our 

case also [5, 7, 141. We see growth of characteristically twinned, epitaxially oriented zinc 

aluminate grains only for furnace temperatures above 950 O C  and see no growth of such 

grains at temperatures greater than 1125 O C .  

We attribute the lower temperature limit to the low Zn pressures in the chamber as the 

carbothermal reduction of the source powder mixture does not proceed efficiently below 

this temperature, as discussed in chapter 2. The defects at which the twinned, epitaxially 

oriented grains nucleate will tend to anneal out before significant ZnO can deposit and no 

such microstructures will form. Similarly the higher temperature limit we believe is due to 

fast sample annealing which eliminates defects very quickly at such temperatures and hence 

the twinned, epitaxially oriented grains cannot effectively nucleate at high temperatures 

also. There appears to be a small temperature window in which the ZnO can deposit at a 

sufficient rate at defects in the sapphire and then react to form the twinned aluminate 

grains. It is likely that zinc aluminate layers continue to form below and above this 
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window, though we have not studied layers grown outside this temperature region. Growth 

of thin zinc aluminate layers on pre-annealed substrates (as in Figure 6.15(c)) supports this 

suggestion. 

The nucleation and evolution mechanisms of the symmetric microstructures at extended 

defects in the substrate are both interesting questions. Previous studies on twinned nickel 

aluminate spinels grown by reaction of a vapour deposited layer of NiO on sapphire have 

attributed the origin of the twins in the alurninate to the presence of twins in the deposited 

NiO layer prior to reaction with the sapphire [15], and there was no evidence that substrate- 

dependent effects were seen. The twinning of the initially deposited NiO layer may have 

occurred to reduce stress in the film. We propose a similar mechanism for the nucleation of 

the symmetric microstructures we observe, but the mechanism must account for the 

relationship between extended defects in the sapphire and the nucleation of the symmetric 

microstructures in our case. ZnO grows epitaxially without twinning on single crystal c- 

sapphire [16], but it may be the case that the deposited ZnO layer will grow in a locally 

different fashion close to positions on the substrate where extended defects intersect the 

surface, due to local alterations in the surface structure. The initial ZnO layer may grow in a 

twinned fashion in such regions, leading to the characteristically twinned zinc aluminate 

grains after reaction with the sapphire. This would explain the presence of multiple twins in 

terms of regions where the local defect content and surface structure cause a multiple 

twinned ZnO layer to nucleate. The range of size of the twinned microstructures is most 

likely due to the range of sizes of the original nucleation sites. Our experimental data do not 

allow us to test this hypothesis any further at present, as the combined effects of the 

aluminate growth into the sapphire and annealing of sapphire during growth mean that the 

initial nucleating structures disappear during subsequent growth. 

The growth rate of the aluminate deposit after nucleation is clearly quite different for the 

polycrystalline layer region (i.e. the low thickness (< 50 nm) region shown in Figure 6.4), 

compared to the larger, epitaxially oriented, aluminate grain structure shown in Figure 6.5. 

A number of previous studies of growth of zinc aluminate on sapphire are reported in the 

recent literature [17-191. For growth at lower temperatures (680 "C) [IS, 191 the growth is 
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reported to be diffusion-limited (following a parabolic thickness vs. time relation), with Zn 

as the diffusing species and an associated interfacial layer of different stoichoimetry (Zn 

deficient) is observed [19]. Growth at higher temperatures is reported to be interface- 

limited (following a linear thickness vs. time relation) and no Zn deficient interfacial layer 

is reported [17]. These reports are not contradictory since the diffusion constant of the 

reacting species, e.g. Zn, would be expected to increase at higher temperatures, changing 

the nature of the rate limiting step in the reaction. In addition the crystallographic nature of 

the reacting interfaces may also alter the rate limiting step in the reaction. In reference [17] 

the thickness of aluminate layers formed by the reaction of ZnO layers with sapphire at 

temperatures of - 1000 OC in 30 minutes is - 40 nm, which is quite consistent with our 

data for the thin polycrystalline layer seen in Figure 6.4 for a grown at 950 OC for 30 

minutes. However, the much greater thickness of the larger grains (- 400 nm) seen in these 

samples implies different growth kinetics for these micro structures. The cross-sectional 

TEM images shown in Figure 6.21 of the twin boundary in a sample grown at 950 OC for 30 

minutes indicate that this region of the oxide is of lower density than the material lying to 

its sides [20]. The width of the boundary was acquired from a measurement of the fnnge 

spacing in the in-focus image and is in the region of - 2 nm. The lower density "open" twin 

boundary region will enable enhanced difhsional transport for source material to the 

sapphire - aluminate interface, leading to much higher reaction and growth rates close to 

twin boundaries, as seen in our samples. Previous reports provide evidence for a similar 

effect close to zinc aluminate grain boundaries [17]. 

The evolution of the large, twinned grain structures as a function of growth time has been 

presented above in Figures 6.1, 6.12 and 6.13 These data show that the morphology of the 

large grains in samples grown at 1125 OC for 60 minutes differs markedly from that of 

grains in samples grown at 950 OC for 30 minutes, with a substantially more facetted 

appearance and exhibiting different twinning and epitaxial relationships to the substrate. 

The fact that the direction of the long axis of the symmetric structures seen in SEM is 

identical in both cases, and that the topography of the microstructures seen in samples 

grown at 1125 OC for 30 minutes are so similar to those seen in samples grown at 950 OC 

for 30 minutes leads us to conclude that the large, unfacetted, twinned grains seen in 
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growths at shorter durations evolve with increasing growth time to the facetted, twinned 

grains seen in samples grown at 1125 OC for 60 minutes, through a transformation due to 

annealing effects during growth. Experiments examining the effects of annealing on 

samples grown at 1125 OC for 30 minutes confirm this conclusion. Figure 6.24 shows SEM 

images of two samples prepared under identical conditions (1125 OC growth for 30 

minutes), except that the image in Figure 6.24(b) is taken from a sample which had an 

additional annealing step in argon gas (no source material in tube) for 40 minutes. Figure 

6.24(a) shows the presence of symmetric microstructures with high SEM contrast typical of 

growths for shorter duration shown in the main text, while Figure 6.24(b) shows a facetted 

microstructure consistent with the longer duration growths reported in the text. These data 

indicate that the evolution between the two microstructures is due to the annealing effects 

associated with longer growth durations. 

Figure 6.24 (a) Field emission SEM image of structures grown at 1125 "C for 30 minutes, 
showing three-fold symmetric microstructures with high SEM contrast; (b) 
Sample grown under identical conditions as (a) but with additional 40 minute 
anneal at 1125 OC. 

The 2.5 O misalignment commented on in relation to Figure 6.14 may be due in part to an 

effort accommodate misfit at the interface (as seen in cobalt spinels [7]), but may also be 

due, at least partially, to an incomplete transformation of this nature. 
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6.6 Concluding Remarks 

The growth and structure of epitaxially ordered zinc aluminate grains and their epitaxial 

relation to the substrate was studied using FESEM, TEM in cross section and plan view, 

and other techniques. A zinc aluminate (ZnA1204) layer is formed by reaction of the source 

materials (Zn and 0 )  with the substrate. m l e  a significant part of the deposit is in the 

form of a polycrystalline thin film for lower temperature growths, a substantial amount 

grows with a well-defined epitaxial relationship on the sapphire. The epitaxially oriented 

deposit displays the form of large, characteristically twinned, grains with sub-micron 

dimensions. These grains display three variants, consistent with the c-sapphire substrate 

symmetry. The growth of these grains is strongly associated with the presence of extended 

defects in the sapphire substrate, and can be seeded by local mechanical damage to the 

substrate. We have also studied samples grown at higher temperatures (1 125 "C) for longer 

times (60 minutes), and TEM data indicate that the twinned grains undergo a structural 

transformation, which changes the nature of the epitaxial relationship and the twin 

boundary crystallography in the grains, attributed to the effects of annealing during growth. 

In both cases the twin boundary is found to be "open", i.e. has a lower density than the 

surrounding material, of the order of 1 - 2 nrn in width. 

Samples grown at lower temperatures (950 "C) for shorter times (30 minutes) show an 

unusually sharp contrast in FESEM, compared to those grown at higher temperatures (1 125 

"C) for longer duration (60 minutes), which we uncertainly attribute to the effects of the 

different types of twin boundaries in the grain on electron backscattering. We have 

proposed a model to account for the data we observe. 

Our data indicate that it is possible to grow epitaxially ordered zinc aluminate grains on 

sapphire and to control the morphology, epitaxial relationship and crystallographic nature 

of twin boundaries in the grains through control of the growth process parameters. This 

may enable the targeted use of this functional material system in e.g. catalytic and other 

applications. This level of control may be of use in new applications. 
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7 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this thesis, I have given an overview of my work which is based on the growth of the zinc 

oxide and zinc aluminate materials via the VPT technique and the char-acterisation of the 

subsequent materials and nanostructur*es. My work began with the setting up of the VPT 

growth system and this took up approximately the Jirst year of my Ph.D. work period. 

Using this apparatus in conjunction with th,e VLS method on Au coated sapphire substrates, 

single crystalline ZnO nanostructures have been prepared in a variety of morphologies and 

their morphology, st/-uctural and optical properties have been studied. Using the VPT 

growth system with uncatalysed sapphire substrates zinc alunzinate domains with various 

epitaxial relationships to the substrate have been grown and their properties have been 

studied, including a proposed explanation of the unusual appearance of these structures in 

SEM. 

7.1 Conclusions & Further Work 

7.1.1 ZnO Growth on Sapphire 

In relation to the growth of ZnO nanorods and related nanostructure morphologies on 

sapphire substrates, my work has shown the effects of changing various growth parameters, 

including the Au thin film thickness, growth temperature and duration. 

The mechanisms by which a deposited Au thin film forms nanoclusters and the size and 

density of the nanoclusters was shown to be dependent on the initial Au thin film thickness, 

and I have proposed that at the annealing temperature used (900 "C), for Au thin film less 

than 50 A the nanoclusters form by melting while cluster formation and coarsening appears 

to proceed by surface diffusion for thicker Au thin film. This in turn appears to affect the 

VLS growth mechanism, and VLS growth is not seen for Au thin film thickness > 50 A, 
whch suggests that the Au-Zn alloy may not fonn with solid Au nanoclusters. 
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For growth temperatures of 900 "C growth appears to be just starting, consistent with the 

low Zn vapour pressure expected in the chamber on the basis of the Ellingham diagram for 

the reaction, and optimum growth of aligned nanorods on a-plane sapphire appears to occur 

at a growth temperature of - 950 "C. Increasing growth durations lead to longer nanorods, 

as would be expected, bearing in mind the timescales over which residual oxygen is flushed 

from the chamber by the Ar flow. 

From our study it seems that the temperature is a major key in controlling ZnO 

nanostructure morphology. We are able to conclude from our experimental work that at 950 

"C and short duration (30 minutes) we can grow well aligned ZnO nanorods, where at lower 

temperature (900 "C) and longer duration (60 minutes) we can grow nanorods/nanowalls 

ZnO nanostructures. All the ZnO nanostructure samples were grown in a single zone 

furnace which is not the best equipment for the accurate study of ZnO nanostructure growth 

because the temperature in the furnace can vary strongly with position. Placing the 

substrate in slightly different positions can make a substantial difference for ZnO 

nanostructure growth. 

The ability to control the morphology of the nanostructures grown between well separated 

nanorods and the nanorod/nanowall morphology seems to be determined to a large extent 

by the thickness and coarsening of the Au catalyst thin film and our data favour the 

previously proposed explanation in the literature of nanowall nucleation at "grain 

boundaries" in the Au thin film, i.e. at the locations where Au nanoclusters join. 

We have also commented on the applicability of the conventional thermodynamic 

explanation of the VLS process as applied to ZnO growth on sapphire and the inadequacies 

we perceive therein. Specifically we have suggested that the effects of the oxygen in the 

chamber on the thermodynamic bel~aviour must play a role, and that this is consistent with 

previous data for VLS growth of 111-V nanorod structures. 

The optical properties of the ZnO nanorods grown by the VLS method on sapphire have 

been studied using PL. In the case of both well separated nanorods and nanorod/nanowall 
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morphologies the low temperature PL shows very good quality. In the case of the 

nanorodnanowall morphology the quality is almost equal to that of bulk material, whereas 

a slightly larger bound exciton line broadening is seen for well separated nanorods, which 

may imply that the interconnecting nanowall structures enable strain relaxation in 

nanorod/nanowall samples. The ZnO nanostructures show a PL line at - 3.3665 eV which 

is not seen in any bulk crystal material studied. Based on these data and previous proposals 

in the literature we assign this PL feature to an exciton bound at a surface-related defect, 

possibly adsorbed oxygen. The bandedge free exciton PL emission from the 

nanorodnanowall samples is quenched rapidly with increasing temperature compared to 

both bulk crystals and well separated ZnO nanorods which we interpret as evidence that the 

nanowall structures are of inferior crystal quality, possibly with a large dislocation content 

due to their large "footprint" compared to isolated nanorods, leading to strain relaxation and 

dislocation formation. This proposal is consistent with the narrow PL linewidths measured 

at low temperature for this sample and the increased quenching of free exciton emission at 

higher temperatures. 

Based on the data presented in this thesis we feel that a reasonable degree of control has 

been achieved for growth of ZnO nanostructures on a-sapphire, whereby the morphology 

can be controlled and predicted by varying growth parameters. However the process 

remains fundamentally hard to control. Great care is needed in order to reproduce identical 

results in different growth runs. This has led to very many experiments and measurements 

in order to ensure reproducible results. The origins of these difficulties are not entirely clear, 

but it appears that VLS growth on Au coated substrates in the temperature region 900 - 950 

"C using carbothermal reduction of ZnO powder involves rather low Zn vapour pressures, 

and that the melting behaviour of the Au particles also changes in t h s  temperature interval. 

Both these facts very likely make the process very sensitive to small changes in process 

parameters. This in turn indicates that scaling the growth to substrate sizes of the order of 

inches will be difficult. Our experience is that homogeneous growth is generally only 

possible over smaller samples (of the order of 5 x 5 mm2). Very tight control of furnace 

temperature profiles and Zn vapour pressure and supersaturation will be required to scale 

VPT growth to commercial levels. 
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Nevertheless, the current capability in terms of growth control represents a significant step 

toward realising the application of ZnO nanostructures as buildings blocks in nanoscale 

electronics and photonics, both in terms of identifying key growth parameters for 

morphology control and in terms of identifying challenges in terms of reproducibility and 

scaleability. 

Further investigation of these ZnO nanostructures will be both exciting and highly 

worthwhile. The work presented above has raised as many new questions as it has 

answered. During the course of this thesis I have identified a number of scientific topics 

and potential application areas which would form suitable areas for fruitful further research 

as follows: 

Scientific topics: 

1 - Passivation of ZnO nanostructure surfaces: The work in chapter 5 of this thesis 

indicated that the large surface to volume ratio of ZnO nanostructures has an important 

effect on optical properties. A more detailed study of the nature of the surface processes 

which influence the optical emission and how these can be controlled, e.g. by passivation, 

would be a useful topic of research, particularly as the effects of the nanostructure surface 

will be key if ZnO nanostructures are to be used in sensors applications. This work is 

continuing in our group, with a Ph.D. student, Ms. Mahua Biswas, building on the work 

presented here. 

Application areas: 

1 - Chemical modification of ZnO nanowires: Zinc oxide and other metal oxides such as 

Ti02 have been modified with e.g. ruthenium bipyridine complexes, for photochemical 

charge transfer applications such as Graetzel solar cells [I] and these structures have been 

reported in the literature. However there are few reports of zinc oxide nanorods cheinically 

modified in this way. The ability to control the nanorod morphology and surface to volume 

ratio of ZnO nanostructures is an obvious advantage for such Graetzel cells. I have worked 

with a Ph.D. student in the School of Chemical Sciences at DCU, Mr. Robert Groarke, on 

preliminary investigations of the feasibility of modifying our ZnO nanostructures using 
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ruthenium complexes and the outcome of the these initial investigations was positive (see 

Figure 7.1) [2]. 

Fiaure 7.1 FESEM images of unmodz3ed nanorods (a) and modiJied nanorods with 
ruthenium complex (b). 

Looking at the images (Figure 7.1) of ZnO nanorods unmodified and modified with 

ruthenium complex we can see that the morphology of the modified rods is completely 

changed after modification and that the ruthenium complex appears to attach to the 

nanostructures. 

2 - Superhydrophobicity of ZnO nanostructures / hydrophobic coatings: We have 

undertaken preliminary investigations with Dr. Alan Lyons of Lucent Technology in 

Ireland 'nanograss' structures. Nanograss surfaces (discovered by Bell Labs [3]) typically 

contain billions of tiny silicon rods, formed by top-down lithography. These are then coated 

with hydrophobic material. These surfaces are designed to reduce the contact area with 

liquids and thus to increase the contact angle and reduce wetting behaviour for applications 

in heat transfer involving liquid coolants. The results from these experiments could lead to 

important breakthroughs in cost effective communications devices and networks. Higher 

processing speeds from liquid cooled devices will support more compactly packed circuits 

in communications devices, which could allow communication service providers to operate 

lower broadband services. 
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The general idea of our investigations was to use our well aligned ZnO nanorods as an 

alternative 'nanograss'. ZnO is a naturally hydrophobic material so doesn't need extra 

coating and our growth is a self-organised bottom-up process. We have provided various 

substrates for Lucent to test, including nanorods and bulk ZnO crystals. The contact angle 

measurements have been done for our ZnO nanorods by Grace Jordan from Lucent 

Technology in Ireland (table 7.1). They show a number of interesting features: 

1. The contact angle on the flat, bare ZnO bulk crystal surfaces (both Zn-terminated and 

0-terminated) are similar and much lower than would be necessary to achieve 

superhydrophobicity. Actually the value for these surfaces are just higher then the 

literature value for flat gold surfaces, 75.9 degrees [4]. 

2. The contact angles on the ZnO nanorod surfaces (both bare and Au coated) are 

significantly higher than for flat ZnO surfaces and gold films. The contact angles are as 

high or higher than for teflon surfaces in the case of the Au coated ZnO nanorod sample. 

Table 7.1 Contact angle measurements for vai8ious materials. 

These data show an interesting effect. The nanorod morphology of the ZnO samples seems 

to increase the contact angle, in a manner similar to that seen for the Si nanograss. Other 

reports in the literature support our data and indicate that ZnO nanorod surfaces show much 

higher contact angles compared to flat ZnO surfaces [5 - 71. 
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However, these initial investigations have not continued any further as the angles are still 

much lower then for a Si nanograss surface. This largely to do with the lack of a uniform 

nanorod height and spacing compared to lithographically defined Si nanograss, and also 

due to the relatively small area of our ZnO nanorod samples. 

3 - Living cell immobilization on ZnO nanostructures: The ZnO nanorod morphology may 

provide an interesting scaffold on which to try to grow and culture biological cells. The 

"bed of nails" approach for living cell immobilisation may offer advantages compared to 

conventional tissue culture plastic. Initial experiments are ongoing with Dr. Finbarr 

O'Sullivan and Prof. Martin Clynes of the National Institute for Cellular Biotechnology 

(NICB) at DCU who are using samples grown during this thesis work and studying various 

aspects of cell adherence and viability thereon. Initial outcomes from this study are positive 

and further assays are being undertaken. A couple of aspects have produced initial data: 

- Cell Adherence to Surface 

The lung cell line DLKP was selected as a test cell line. It is an adherent cell with growth 

and attachment qualities. Cells were suspended in culture media at high density and seeded 

on 2 ZnO nanorod samples and cultured for 24 hrs at 37 "C in 5 % COz. After 24 Hrs the 

media was replaced with fresh media and the cells cultured for a further 24 Hrs. For control 

purposes DLKP was cultured on standard tissue culture plastic under the same conditions. 

DLKP adhered to both surfaces of ZnO nanorods samples, selectively and did not adhere at 

all to the plastic support material. The DLKP cells on 1 surface of the ZnO nanorods 

sample exhibited a round morphology and cells existed as single cells or as clumps of 2 or 

3 cells, Figure 7.2. A similar morpl~ology was observed for cells on the other surface of the 

ZnO nanorod sample, Figure 7.3. In contrast the DLKP cells on the control tissue plastic 

grew as colonies with a flattened cobble stone morphology, Figure 7.4. 
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Figure 7.2 Morphology of DLKP of thejrst ZnO nanorods sample. (a) view of celljeld, (3) 
increased magnzjication of cells. 

Figure 7.3 Morphology of DLKP of the second ZnO nanorods sample, (a) and (b) are the 
same cell jeld at different focal depths. 
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Figure 7.4 DLKP on standard tissue culture treatedplastic. 

-Investigation of Actin Cytoskeleton 

An actin cytoskeleton was investigated to see if a change was induced by growth on the 

two ZnO nanorod test surfaces. The DLKP cells on the various surfaces were fixed and 

permabilised with ice-cold methanol. Filamentous actin was probed for with phallodin 

conjugated with Alexa 488, the nuclei were counterstained with DAPI. Unfortunately the 

actin staining was inconclusive and no sample existed to repeat, Figure 7.5, 7.6, and 7.7. In 

the case of the second surface ZnO nanorods sample, some DNA was observed to have 

leaked from the cells, indicating cell death, Figure 7.6. This maybe due to sample drying 

that occurred during earlier imaging earlier to fascination, rather then cell toxicity due to 

the surface. 
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'inure 7.5 DLKP stained for actin onJirst Zn0 nanorod sample. (a) cell field (b) increased 
magnzJication of cells. Actin green, Nuclei blue. 

Figure 7.6 DLKP stained for actin on second ZnO nanorod sample. Actin green, Nuclei 
blue. 
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Figures 7.7 ULKY stainedjor actin on tissue culture treatedplastic. Actin green, Nuclei 
blue 

A number of further questions concerning long term cell viability and ability to reproduce 

are currently being studied with a new set of 5 ZnO nanorod samples. 

4 - Free-Standing GaN Substrates: The general idea of this topic is that well aligned ZnO 

nanostmctures could be used as an epilayerhuffer layer for growth of thick, good quality, 

GaN layers. This is based on two physical facts, firstly that ZnO and GaN have very similar 

lattice constants (ZnO, a = 3.249 A, c = 5.207 A; GaN, a = 3.1 89 A, c = 5.185 A) in the 

basal plane [8] and secondly that ZnO nanorods have such a small footprint that they are 

generally single crystalline with no dislocations. The combination of these facts means that 

a continuous GaN layer might be able to grow on the ZnO nanorod array with low 

dislocation density, with the GaN layer growing across the "gaps" in a manner similar to 

that seen in pendeo-epitaxy [9]. Following GaN film growth the ZnO could be removed by 

laser ablation or chemical etching to leave a strain free, thick, freestanding, GaN film. We 
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have supplied ZnO nanorod samples to the HVPE growth laboratory in Faculty of 

Microsystem Electronics and Photonics in Wroclaw University of Technology in Poland 

for initial investigations of GaN growth. No results are available as yet. 

7.1.2 ZnA1204 Growth on Sapphire 

In relation to zinc aluminate growth on uncatalysed c-sapphire substrates my work has 

characterised the characteristic epitaxially grown domains which are seen on substrates 

with poor crystal quality. This topic arose from attempts to grow ZnO on uncatalysed 

sapphire substrate. These alurninate domains show an unusual appearance in SEM, with a 

distinctive bright central line feature. These bright central lines are oriented at 120 degrees 

to each other, and the appearance prompted us to study the composition and origin of the 

structures. TEM studies in collaboration with Dr. Simon Newcomb of Glebe Laboratories 

established that the bright central line features are associated with twin boundaries in the 

aluminate domains. These bright line features come in three variants, consistent with the 

three fold syrmnetry of the c-sapphire substrate. Fresnel contrast experiments have 

established that the twin boundary regions are "openy', i.e. of lower density that the 

surrounding alurninate material. 

We have characterised the epitaxial relationship of the aluminate domains to the substrate 

at various growth temperatures and growth times and established that the relationsl.lip 

changes with annealing at higher temperatures for longer times. The change in epitaxial 

relationship alters the visibility of the twin boundaries in SEM images. 

We have established that the appearance of these micron-sized grains is associated with 

poor quality substrates and possibly dislocations at the substrate surface interfere with the 

initial growth of the aluminate grains, generating the twin boundary structures. 

Enhanced material transport through these open twin boundaries means that the aluminate 

growth at these locations is substantially thicker than at other locations on the substrate, 
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which is consistent with previous observations of thcker aluminate layer growth at grain 

boundaries [lo]. 

Our data indicate that the bright contrast seen in SEM is due to backscattering/waveguiding 

effects along the open twin boundaries and the data are unusual as they imply that we are 

seeing direct images of twin boundaries in the SEM. Normally twin boundaries are seen in 

SEM only by virtue of channelling effects (i.e. diffraction-based effects) due to their 

different crystalline orientation which alter the Bragg conditions. 

Further investigation of these aluminate domains could proceed along a couple of useful 

directions as follows: 

Scientific topics: 

1 - Mechanism of bright line SEM contrast: Our initial experiments on backscattering and 

secondary electron imaging of the aluminate grains strongly indicate that enhanced 

backscattering/waveguiding along the open twin boundaries is responsible for the SEM 

contrast. Further detailed investigation of this phenomenon is needed to finnly establish the 

mechanism, and computational modelling using Monte-Carlo techniques could provide 

quantitative confirmation of this effect. 

2 - Mechanism by which the twinned aluminate grains nucleate and grow: Our data 

establish a connection between the presence of extended defects in the sapphire and the 

nucleation of twinned aluminate grains quite convincingly. However only very preliminary 

attempts to process the sapphire surface in a more localised and controlled way to generate 

equivalent surface disruption or "damage" by means of nano-indentation, plasma/chemical 

etching and laser ablation have been undertaken. It appears that the twinned aluminate 

grains can nucleate and grow on etched samples. However much further work needs to be 

undertaken to establish the nature of the surface disruption which is required to nucleate the 

grains, the nature of the grain growth, and the details of the temperature window in which 

the twinned grains form. 
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Auplication areas: 

1 - Zinc aluminate can act as a catalyst for a variety of reactions, and the catalytic activity 

may be affected by the faceting of the aluminate grains. Further investigation of the 

catalytic activity of the different epitaxially oriented micron-sized twinned zinc aluminate 

grains presented in this thesis will be an interesting direction to study whether catalytic 

activity can be controlled by the growth parameters. 
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